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Abstract
Maintaining interdependent infrastructures exposed to a changing climate requires understanding
1) the local impact on power assets; 2) how the infrastructure will evolve as the demand for
infrastructure changes location and volume and; 3) what vulnerabilities are introduced by these
changing infrastructure topologies. This dissertation attempts to develop a methodology that will
a) downscale the climate direct effect on the infrastructure; b) allow population to redistribute in
response to increasing extreme events that will increase under climate impacts; and c) project
new distributions of electricity demand in the mid-21st century.

The research was structured in three parts. The first used downscaling techniques to scale
regional gridded atmospheric processes to measurements of local extreme events. These
techniques illustrate the ability to move reasonably from regional to local effects. The second
chapter explored how people migrated in response to the extreme events for which climate
change will increase the frequency and intensity. The third chapter translated downscaled climate
impacts and granular population movements into a national map of electricity demand.

The results of this research illustrates the feasibility of the three part approach to address possible
future infrastructure vulnerabilities under varying policy options and technology assumptions.
This methodology can be an important tool for increasing the robustness of the nation’s
infrastructure.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

2
With the onset of climate change, communities have begun to experience the realization of
predicted increases in storm intensity, flooding, inundation, heat waves and wildfires; the risk
they pose to infrastructure and neighborhoods; and the disruption they cause to the energy supply
and its dependent infrastructure. Direct effects have included damage to power plants, roads,
bridges, and communication towers; and resultant interruption of electrical energy,
transportation, and communications sectors in cities.

As climate conditions continue to change, local communities and the infrastructure on which
they depend will necessarily respond, adapt and evolve. Population will shift in response to sea
level rise and increased frequency of extreme weather events, for example, and services that
generate new economic activity in more environmentally stable locations will attract new
workers and associated households. This shift will force demand locations for power to change.
As a result, networked infrastructures will be required to accommodate new load centers and to
minimize vulnerability to natural disaster. Power for these networks will depend upon access to
economically viable and transportable fuel sources. To provide information about the complex
interactions among climatic conditions, population shifts, and energy supply and use, new tools
are needed to assess the impacts of climate drivers on urban areas. This dissertation develops
and demonstrates a small suite of these tools for assessment of information for anticipating the
evolution of infrastructure in the immediate and extended future.

Little research has been conducted to quantify potential climate-related impacts on the power
grid when the system is at its operating limit. Two reasons for this gap are first, that until
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recently, climate projections at high enough resolution to be compatible with infrastructure
modeling have been unavailable; and second, that population migration data and analysis
techniques capable of providing estimates of future energy demand have been missing and/or
difficult to characterize. This dissertation will address the first of these issues by examining a
new statistical method for downscaling heavy precipitation events and also by examining
dynamically downscaled temperature data (Gao et al., 2012) within a neighborhood-scale
infrastructure model framework. It will address the second by fitting curves to population data
obtained both from the US Census and the from the US Internal Revenue Service to develop
baseline population trends and then to recreate these trends and the anomalies imposed upon
them by well-characterized population response to extreme events.

The first of the tools developed is a method of analysis of return periods of heavy rainfall events
at point-gauge locations and the correlation of these events to ambient atmospheric conditions.
Findings from this study will provide a way for downscaling climate model predictions of
average grid cell precipitation to probabilities of heavy events for specific locations. The data
examined for this study include tipping-bucket measurements from five cities in southern
Sweden. This region was chosen because of its abundance of data and for ease of comparison of
the results to previous studies of a similar nature (Olsson and Willen, 2010).

The second of the tools is one of population movement response to extreme hurricane events.
This tool examines county-by-county patterns of population change in the state of Louisiana over
the years 1970-2010 noting large disturbances in the patterns due to large events. Social theory,
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statistical methods and agent based modeling methods are applied to develop a representation of
exogenously driven population change in response to environmental stress and this mode’s effect
on otherwise typical population movements.

The model developed is then used to predict population redistribution for the future under the
Representative Concentration Pathway scenario 8.5 (RCP 8.5). The final tool combines
information learned from resultant population movement response to extreme climate events,
predictions for increased demand due to temperature increase, and change in demand due to
shifts in household size to predict geospatial locations of increase and decrease in demand for
electricity. From these calculations, National Demand Maps for 2010, 2030 and 2050 are
generated and differences calculated. Findings from the application of these tools can be used to
inform the evolution of the electrical grid for future decades, and the tools themselves will
become an ensemble framework linking climate, energy and infrastructure within a system that
can generate scenarios useful to the production of a portfolio of options for electrical grid
planning at local scale.
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Chapter 2
Problem Statement

8
2.1 Infrastructure Vulnerability to Environmental Stress
A functioning power infrastructure is critical to the environment, economy and human life, yet
several incidents in recent past suggest that current US infrastructure is vulnerable to extreme
weather and climate events such as heat waves, hurricanes and flooding. Because of these
vulnerabilities, the US is further underprepared to cope with predicted increases in frequency and
intensity of these events due to climate change. These vulnerabilities are particularly prevalent in
regions such as coastal areas that
are more easily exposed to extreme weather, and they can lead to cascading consequences for the
populations serviced by these and communicating sectors of the infrastructure.

The electrical grid is the most representative example of vulnerable infrastructure sectors since
these systems are often the first affected by extreme weather phenomena, and since so much of
the remaining infrastructure depends upon their proper functioning. Power failures can create a
variety of threats to health including contamination of beaches, waterways and drinking water
due to loss of electrically supported water pressure and/or flooding causing the release of sewage
from water treatment plants. This sewage stream, then, can either flow into rivers, streams or
lakes or back up into homes and businesses (Lee, 2011).

2.2 Vulnerability due to System Complexity
An illustration of the complications that can occur as a result of power failure is seen in the
example of the San Diego Outage of September, 2011. On September 8, 2011, at 3:38pm, San
Diego County suffered a massive power outage, which affected a large area stretching from
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Orange County to Baja California and east into parts of Arizona. The two major power sources
for the region became inoperable when a 500-kilovolt high-voltage transmission line from
Arizona to California failed triggering a cascade of events that then knocked the San Onofre
nuclear power plant offline (Gustafson, 2011). The outage was initiated by lack of vigilance
during a routine repair at a station in Yuma, Arizona, which caused one of three turbines
generating electricity at a plant east of Mexicali to create an imbalance in the line running south
from the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station. The problem was compounded by an inability
to monitor activities in neighboring balancing authorities, which prevented staff from limiting
the blackout (McDonald, 2011). The outage, thus, stopped power from coming into the county,
halted the San Onofre nuclear power plant and shut down the entire system. The uncontained
surge from the outage cut all power from a high-voltage transmission line connecting Arizona
and California, and initiated a chain of events that also cut off the San Onofre plant (Keegan,
2011).

The failure cascaded in two ways. First, the grid instantly lost about a third of its power supply.
Second, the customers normally served by the Arizona power line were transferred to nearby
power grids, including that of San Diego, all of which are interconnected. The addition of more
customers to these grids immediately increased the amount of power being demanded from San
Onofre and overwhelmed the power plant's capabilities (Keegan, 2011).

Impacts to the affected communities were manifold. Electricity for millions of homes and
businesses was unavailable for 12 hours. During the outage, non-operational generators in the
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area caused water pressure in the distribution system to reduce significantly, resulting in
backflow and contamination to the clean supply to and from homes and businesses. San Diego
residents were ordered to boil water prior to consumption (Chillymanjaro, 2011). Once power
was restored, two incidents of sewage spills occurred. One pump station caused approximately
2.6 million gallons of sewage to be spilled from three manholes onto Sorrento Valley Road and
Sorrento Valley Boulevard into the storm drain system and ultimately into the Los Penasquitos
Creek. The other spilled approximately 870,000 gallons of sewage into Sweetwater River and
ultimately into San Diego Bay (NRCC Executive Summary, 2011).

2.3 Vulnerability due to Heat Waves
An additional complication in the San Diego blackout was that the outage occurred on the last
day of a heat wave during which temperatures had consistently reached 12 degrees (Fahrenheit)
above average (Gustafson, 2011). Combined with heating of the power lines due to the
increased load of more customers using more power for indoor cooling, outdoor conditions also
contributed to line fatigue and collapse. Similarly, in August 2003, when a high-voltage power
line in northern Ohio made contact with overgrown trees and disconnected from the system as a
result of line slackening due to excess heat from the high current flowing through the line along
with elevated ambient temperatures, a power failure was instantiated. Although the incident
should have activated an alarm in the control room of FirstEnergy Corporation, an Ohio-based
utility company, it didn’t, because the alarm system failed. As efforts were made to understand
the events taking place, three other lines likewise sank into trees and switched off, forcing the
remaining lines in service to operate at higher capacity. Because of the added load, these lines,
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too, shut down, generating a cascade of failures throughout southeastern Canada and eight
northeastern states (Minkel, 2008).

Millions of people in the Northeast lost electric power during the incident, but some of the most
damaging effects were the result of water treatment plants and pumping stations shutting down.
The blackout compromised the water supply in Detroit and Cleveland in at least two ways: first,
by decreasing the pressure in water pumps, allowing bacteria to build up in municipal water
systems; and second, by effectively shutting down sewage treatment facilities. As a result,
millions of gallons of raw or partially treated sewage were discharged into the lake and streams
from Ann Arbor, Michigan to communities east of Cleveland, Ohio. These discharges prompted
officials in the Cleveland area to be on guard for signs of cryptosporidium, a parasite pathogen
causing intestinal illness and even death in humans (Johnson and Lefebvre, 2003). Air quality in
the region was also compromised, as FirstEnergy’s coal-fired power plant in Eastlake, Ohio,
spewed a huge cloud of ash over a more than half-mile radius from the plant two hours before
the blackouts began (Johnson, 2003).

2.4 Vulnerability due to Hurricanes, Storm Activity and Flooding
A National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) technical manual list of the
deadliest and costliest hurricanes shows that large death totals were primarily a result of the 10
feet or greater rise of the ocean associated with most of the top thirty major hurricanes, and that a
large portion of the damage in some of costliest tropical cyclones resulted from inland floods
caused by torrential rain (Blake et al., 2011). Hurricane Katrina of 2005, for example, was
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responsible for at least $108 billion of property damage and is by far the costliest hurricane ever
to strike the United States. Irene (2005) sustained winds strong enough to damage power lines
and cause widespread outages. It likewise brought enough rain to cause major flooding in a
variety of regions (Weiss, Boyd, Wheeler, CBS, 2011). Flooding in many areas during these
storms was compounded by aging infrastructure (Huffington Post, 2011; ASCE, 2009). Irene is
blamed for 45 deaths in 13 states (Boyd and Leger, 2011). Causes of death included personal
blows due to storm-related traffic accidents and falling trees, drowning as a result of flooding
and broken pipes, carbon monoxide poisoning produced by generators, and fires ignited by fallen
power lines (Associated Press, August 30, 2011). Additional impacts from Irene occurred in
fifteen states, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont,
Virginia and Washington, D.C. All of these states experienced power losses and flooding.
Among the most severe additional consequences was a ruptured sewer main in the Baltimore
Highlands area southwest of the city, which poured approximately 100 million gallons of raw
sewage into the lower Patapsco River. Power outages also led to more than a dozen other sewage
spills across the region (Wheeler, 2011).

As climate conditions change, populations shift, and requirements for power increase;
infrastructure must evolve to accommodate demand, and simultaneously to prevent risk to
human welfare. Symptoms of climate change are beginning to show: overall temperatures have
risen in the past century resulting in longer heat waves and higher sea surface temperatures
which have led to Arctic ice melt and sea level rise along with more frequent and more intense
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hurricanes. If warnings are heeded, policy and preparedness plans developed, and new building
codes and zoning laws enacted with regard to power generation and dependent infrastructure,
future deaths can be minimized and large property losses avoided.
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Chapter 3
Scientific Background
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America’s energy infrastructure was given the grade of D+ recently in the American Society for
Civil Engineers’ 2013 Report Card for America’s Infrastructure (ASCE, 2013). Surprisingly,
this grade indicates an improvement in power generation, distribution and maintenance over that
of the previous grading period. While our energy infrastructure has now achieved a passing
grade, however, it has not graduated from an overall grim assessment, granted fortified, fluid
energy production and delivery proves a tough course to master. Complexity inherent in the
power system complicates planning and preparedness for system failures. As previously
illustrated, disruptions of the system, along with additional problems associated with cascading
effects, were the impacts of the 2003 Northeastern blackout, the San Diego power outage, and
the failures due to Hurricanes Irene and Katrina. This section focuses upon the causes of those
failures; and upon the potential for much larger catastrophes due to climate change, should
hardening measures not be taken.
3.1 Structure of “The Grid”
The North American power system is commonly referred to as “the grid,” but the system actually
comprises three distinct power grids. The Eastern Interconnection is located in and services the
eastern two-thirds of the continental United States and Canada from Saskatchewan east to the
Maritime Provinces, while the Western Interconnection covers the remaining western third of the
continental United States (excluding Alaska), the Canadian provinces of Alberta and British
Columbia, and a portion of Baja California Norte, Mexico. The third interconnection inhabits
and services only Texas. The three interconnections are electrically independent of each other
except for a few small direct current (DC) linkages (US Canada Task Force, 2004). Within each
separate interconnection, electricity flows over virtually all transmission lines from generators to
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loads; thus, a failure at a critical point in the network can quickly translate to failures within
other sections of the same interconnection. These multiple failures can then cause cascading
effects to additional infrastructure sectors such as water and wastewater treatment, transportation
and public parks and recreation areas.

The US Canada Task Force, established to mitigate the effects of the 2003 Northeastern
blackout, defines a cascading failure as “a dynamic phenomenon that cannot be stopped by
human intervention once started. It occurs when there is a sequential tripping of numerous
transmission lines and generators in a widening geographic area.” (US Canada Task Force,
2004) Such cascades, a feature of each of the major outages previously described, are the
development of a variety of factors: conductor contact with trees; overestimation of dynamic
reactive output of system generators; inability of system operators or coordinators to visualize
events on the entire system; failure to ensure that system operation was within safe limits; lack of
coordination on system protection; ineffective communication; lack of “safety nets;” and
inadequate training of operating personnel.” (US Canada Task Force, 2004)

The 2009 Report Card focuses on two major weaknesses in the national electric grid: resilience
and reliability. It states that utilities are generally prepared for local and regional responses, but
that they lack the type of resilience needed should a much broader response be required.
Regarding reliability, certain facilities are, for example, insufficiently girded against moderate
wind loading. Pole failures in Florida due to Hurricane Wilma, whose winds were well below
load design requirements, demonstrate
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this weakness. “If these structures had been designed from the 90 mph winds required by NESE
on transmission structures, distribution outages would have been reduced.”(ASCE, 2009). The
complications and cascading consequences of the San Diego SDG&E blackout described
previously are also illustrative of the weaknesses in the power infrastructure.

3.2 Vulnerability is Compounded by Climate Variability and Climate Change
As demonstrated in the previous section, many power failures are initiated by extreme weather
events such as heat waves, hurricanes and flooding. According to studies cited in the Fourth
Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Working Group I (IPCC
AR4 WG I, 2007), the potential for such events to increase in intensity, duration and frequency
with climate change is very high. While a wide range of extreme weather events is expected in
most regions even with an unchanging climate, and observational data for model validation is
limited to merely one and a half centuries, and several factors are usually in combination to
produce one extreme event; it is nevertheless statistically reasonable to infer that substantial
changes in the frequency of extreme events can result from a relatively small shift of the
distribution of a weather or climate variable such as global temperature. Extremes are the
infrequent events at the high and low end of the range of values of a particular variable,
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Figure 3.1 Climate Equilibrium Shift (IPCC WG I Technical Summary, 2007)

or, statistically speaking, at the tails of the frequency distribution. Figure 3.1 (above) illustrates
this shift showing that as the mean of a normal distribution is shifted right, those events
previously occupying only the highest percentiles now become a much higher probability.

The following extreme events, which are related to elevated temperatures, are those most likely
to affect power generation and to expose its vulnerabilities and their potential for additional
cascading effects.

3.3 Heat Waves
As illustrated by the figure above, a very real consequence of global temperature rise for many
regions is an increase in the annual number of heat waves (defined as the mean annual
consecutive 3-day warmest nighttime minima event, Meehl et al., 2004; Ganguly et al., 2009).
The record-breaking heat wave over western and central Europe in the summer of 2003 is an
example of such an exceptional extreme. Additionally, records show that eleven of the last 12
years rank among the 12 warmest years on record since 1850. Rates of surface warming
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increased markedly in the mid-1970s and the global land surface has been warming at about
double the rate of ocean surface warming since then (Brohan, 2006; Smith and Reynolds, 2005;
Lugina et al., 2005; Hansen et al., 2001). In a modeling study performed more recently
(Ganguly et al., 2009), it was found that observed heat wave intensities for the first decade of the
21st century were even higher than the previously-modeled worst-case model projections of the
same decade, implying an even steeper temperature growth curve for further projections for the
current century.

3.4 Hurricanes
Just as land surface and adjacent lower atmospheric temperatures continue to increase with
climate change, sea surface temperatures also continue to rise. These temperature increases,
along with increased atmospheric water vapor levels that higher sea surface temperatures induce,
can foster the conditions leading to atmospheric convection and thunderstorms that generate
hurricanes (although this climate change phenomenon is not fully understood--variability in
additional global forces also have significant influence). Currently, hurricanes tend to form
when sea surface temperatures exceed about 26 degrees Celsius. As sea surface temperatures
increase, then, the area over which storms can potentially form expands.

The intensity of hurricanes, defined as the maximum wind speed achievable in a given
thermodynamic environment (Emanuel, 2003), similarly depends critically on sea surface
temperatures and atmospheric structure. According to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration’s (NOAA) Accumulated Cyclone Energy (ACE) index (Levinson and Waple,
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2004), the collective intensity and duration of tropical storms and hurricanes during a given
season is proportional to the maximum surface sustained winds squared. The power dissipation
of a storm is proportional to the wind speed cubed. Thus, the effects of such storms are such that
one large storm can have a much greater impact on the environment and the climate system than
several smaller storms (IPCC AR4 WG I, 2007; Emanuel, 2005; 2013; Keim, 2007).

3.5 Sea Level Rise
Global sea level had risen by about 120 m during the several millennia that followed the end of
the last ice age (approximately 21,000 years ago), and stabilized between 3,000 and 2,000 years
ago. Various sea level indicators suggest that global sea level did not change significantly from
then until the late 19th century. Modern observations of sea level change show evidence that sea
level began again to rise during the 19th century. Estimates for the 20th century show that the
global average sea level rose at a rate of about 1.7 mm yr–1 (IPCC AR4, WG I).

The rate of this sea level change over recent decades, however, has not been geographically
uniform. Sea levels are forecast to rise more quickly over time from now on, especially in
eastern North America and western Alaska (Zhang et al., 2000; Church et al., 2004; Meehl et al.,
2007; Cooper et at., 2008; Wu, et al., 2009). Many previous studies have documented the
correlations between rising sea levels, coastal and inland erosion, and more frequent and intense
storms in the US (Meehl et al., 2007; Travis, 2010). Additionally, flooding resulting from sea
level rise can present threats similar to those of the aftermath of hurricanes.
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With regard to safeguarding power and other infrastructure, then, the key sources of climate
vulnerability are increases in the frequency, intensity and duration of heat waves, hurricanes and
tropical storms (although the probability of the storms making landfall may not necessarily
increase), and associated precipitation. For storms making landfall, the damage from winds and
flooding, as well as storm surge, are especially of concern. Likewise, chronic flooding caused by
sea level rise may manifest similar consequences. The likelihood of infrastructure remaining
vulnerable to these threats depends upon resilience and reliability maintained by structural and
operational codes.
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Chapter 4
Compatibility of Scale among Climate and Critical Infrastructure Models
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As climate models achieve higher resolution capability and more accurate regional predictions,
the use of the information provided by the models is shifting towards policy-relevant impacts on
human societies. Yet cities are complex systems that tend to grow from the bottom up, their size
and shape following scaling laws pertaining to competition for space* based on demographic and
economic decision-making activities over days, weeks and years and at spatial scales of 1km and
less. Climate processes, on the other hand, are physical and chemical in nature, have only been
reasonably resolved spatially to 4km and are studied commonly in terms of decadal trends.
These climatic physical and chemical processes are computed in time steps of 30 minutes, while
infrastructure operations such as power flow are computed in seconds, and population movement
at yearly time steps. Because climate models work at different spatial and temporal scales from
infrastructure and social models, to interface agent models to climate models with coupling and
feedback mechanisms presents many new issues requiring new science and constructs for a
global approach.

Over the last decade of research, climate models have become more granular, critical
infrastructure models wider, data supporting detailed scenarios and interdependencies better
understood, and questions of energy deployment and availability more tractable (Tables 4.1 and
4.2). Methods for communication among the various models has included statistical and
dynamical downscaling and regridding of climate model data for input at compatible scales for
critical infrastructure modeling, and aggregation and interpolation of results from the
infrastructure models for input to climate models. Additionally, changes in file types must be
made for interpretation of the data output by each model for input to the next. This process often
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requires attention to grid types, projections, metadata and formatting in order to maintain as
closely as possible the integrity of the data across computer architectures, computing platforms,
and model frameworks.

Table 4.1 Temporal and Spatial Scales for Climate and Infrastructure Modeling, 2004
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Table 4.2 Temporal and Spatial Scales for Climate and Infrastructure Modleing, 2014
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*Batty, M. (2008). The Size, Scale, and Shape of Cities. Science 319, 769-771.
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Chapter 5
Can Regional Atmospheric Conditions Inform Bias Corrections
for Model Downscaling of Extreme Precipitation?
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Abstract
The determination of location-specific rainfall values from gridded data poses many challenges
since precipitation is not a single variable, but instead a composite response to a variety of
atmospheric conditions; and because spatial heterogeneity of rainfall within a model grid cell
considerably affects the atmospheric state within it. Thus, the downscaling of modelled
precipitation to specific locations requires more than simple bias correction, and statistical
models incorporating ambient atmospheric conditions into the downscaling process can provide
more accurate predictions of return periods of heavy events than those that do not include them.
Multiple regression models for 99th percentile rainfall events in five locations in southern
Sweden and two locations in the United States Gulf Coast region are evaluated using scores from
four Information Complexity criteria for models including ten independent atmospheric
variables. Results show that rainfall in these regions is exponentially distributed and that the
moisture content of the atmosphere contributes the best information to downscaling calculations
for heavy rainfall events from large grid cell averages to point-specific locations.
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5.1. Introduction
As climate models achieve higher resolution capability and more accurate regional predictions,
the use of the information provided by the models is shifting towards policy-relevant impacts on
human societies. Many decision makers are concerned about extreme precipitation potential at
specific locations (e.g., Wilbanks and Fernandez, 2012; Aerts et al., 2012; Pielke et al., 2000).
Hydrological cycle predictions, for instance, play an important role in determining national and
international resource allocation, viability of traditional and renewable energy technology, civil
infrastructure design and operation procedures, and disaster risk aversion. Hydrologic variables
such as rainfall, streamflow and runoff and their prediction are important to these calculations;
yet rainfall, upon which these calculations are dependent (and especially extreme rainfall) remain
difficult to predict. Additionally, the cost of the computing power required for dynamic climate
modelling at neighbourhood scale is prohibitive even for the fastest supercomputers, let alone for
urban planning budgets.

Climate models include parameterizations for a variety of factors affecting precipitation, but
output of precipitation intensity is constrained by spatial and temporal resolution. Precipitation
is output as averages over grid cells of at least a third of a degree latitude and longitude, and
intensity is represented as a flux rather than as a discrete value for a given time period.
Furthermore, the spatial heterogeneity of rainfall within a model grid cell considerably affects
the atmospheric state and the mass balances within it, and without subgrid resolution in the
model, even accurate values for the grid cell average can be difficult to attain. Thus, both
location-specific extreme rainfall and the factors contributing to it are masked by the limits of
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model resolution. Even models based on real-time measurements, such as reanalyses, must
interpolate values between observation stations in order to provide a gridded product.

Thus, resolution of subgrid extreme precipitation has been treated statistically in both past
(Eagleson, 1978; McKee et al., 1993; Wilks, 1995) and recent studies (Garavaglia et al., 2011;
Benestad et al., 2012; Papalexiou, 2013). These studies investigate the applicability of a variety
of extreme value distributions to extreme rainfall events such as Generalized Extreme Value,
Exponential, Generalized Pareto, Lognormal, Log Pearson, Weibull, Kappa and Gamma, and
give careful analysis of each for long data records at a large number of locations.

In addition, a variety of improvements on these methods have been proposed. For example,
Perica and Foufoula-Georgiou (1996) suggested that rainfall fluctuations could be described with
a Haar wavelet transformation informed by two components based upon the amount of
convective available potential energy (CAPE, containing specific humidity, potential
temperature and pressure relationships) available in the atmosphere, and that this information
could be used to scale model output to successively finer resolution. Mannshardt-Shamseldin et
al. (2010), in search of a simpler alternative, addressed differences between station
measurements and reanalysis data sets by developing regression relationships between them.
They found, however, that the residuals from their models showed spatial patterns for which they
were unable to account. Olsson and Willen (2010), in a model that is simpler still, found that
the averaged convective precipitation for Stockholm, Sweden could be scaled to the maximum
within its grid cell using the high cloud cover fraction within the cell multiplied by a scaling
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factor. From values obtained in this manner, the researchers found annual maxima that were
used to compute return periods that matched those of the Stockholm station observations. The
particular scaling factor derived for the Stockholm example in the Olsson and Willen study did
not reliably forecast the annual maxima at other southern Sweden sites, however, but did predict
consistently the pattern of extreme precipitation events for Stockholm.

Among the difficulties in characterizing extremes in location-based precipitation is that
precipitation in general cannot be considered a single variable, but rather a composite response to
a variety of atmospheric conditions. That is, predictions of the intensity of a given precipitation
event must incorporate several atmospheric processes including evaporation, changes in
atmospheric pressure, and uneven solar heating leading to convective activity. For instance, in
European studies conducted by Hellstrom (2005), Gustafsson et al. (2010) and Zveryaev and
Allan (2010), significant links were found between precipitation and evaporation from the
European land surface, and from the Baltic Sea. Hellstrom also found that extreme precipitation
in Sweden occurs predominantly under cyclonic atmospheric conditions. Since mean sea level
pressure is co-located with vertical velocity in the mid troposphere (Lamb, 1950; Lavers et al.
2013), and is indicative of cyclonic development and precipitation, investigations into the effects
of varying scales of mean sea level pressure values on regional precipitation have been
conducted. Lavers et al. provide one such example for which European precipitation shows
spatiotemporal variability when using large scale monthly mean sea level pressure fields
(correlated with the North Atlantic Oscillation) throughout the year, while Thompson and Green
(2004) note a clear relationship between local sea level pressure and precipitation in the
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Mediterranean. May et al. (2012) and Richardson (1981) associate changes in precipitation
patterns with changes in surface radiation. Shindell et al. (2012) further show that changes in
thermal forcing and the resultant impact on poleward energy fluxes affect tropical precipitation
patterns, but that changes in circulation affecting extra-tropical precipitation are more closely
tied to anomalous flow around localized sea level pressure changes. Thus, regional precipitation
is affected by both local and remote forces; and precipitation patterns differ from region to
region.

In order to develop a simple method that examines the appropriateness of including atmospheric
state variables in the construction of a model for downscaling grid cell averages to single-point
heavy rainfall events, we use multiple regression analysis along with four informationcomplexity based model selection criteria in order to select a best model from ten atmospheric
variables for a given location. We then check the result with a computation of intensity vs return
period for the location using a determined best cumulative distribution function. Because the
Olsson Willen model described above provides another simple model to which we can compare
results, we use data from the same locations that they included in their study: Helsingborg,
Malmo, Stockholm, Uppsala and Vaxjo. To further validate our method, we examine its
performance using measurements from two locations in the United States Gulf Coast region as
well, a region governed by very different atmospheric processes than those of southern Sweden,
Baton Rouge, Louisiana and Canton, Mississippi. The time period of the study is years 19611982, which was chosen based upon the available data common to all locations investigated and
to the reanalysis product. The success of this method can offer field hydrologists and urban
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engineers a tool for evaluating global climate model output for the purpose of planning projects
focused at a more local scale.

5.2. Methodology
This study begins by determining the probability density function that best fits the measurements
at each location examined and then proceeds to develop a simple model from relevant multiple
regression defined by the meteorological variables of most significance in the calculation of 99th
percentile 24-hour rainfall intensities. Results are then transformed (per Chow, 1988 as
described in section 2.3) to return period calculations.

5.2.1 Datasets and Initial Calculations
Tipping bucket measurements (resolution 0.1mm) obtained from five stations in southern
Sweden for the years 1961-1982 (the years of quality data in common to all data sources) by the
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) for 24-hour accumulation (from 06
UTC of the indicated day to 06 UTC of the following day) were used as the observational data
for this study. Data were downloaded from http://www.smhi.se/klimdata/meteorologi/dataserier2.1102 for the point gauge locations shown in Figure 5.1 and listed in Table 5.1. Gauge data
used for validation of the method for the US Gulf Coast area are from the National Climatic Data
Center (NCDC) hourly measurements aggregated to daily accumulation. Only two sites in this
area contained complete measurement data sets for the years common to the Swedish data sets.
These locations are also included in Table 6.1.
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Gridded data comes from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
ERA-40 global daily reanalysis fields output at 6-hourly intervals at 2.5 x 2.5 degree resolution.
Meteorological values used as independent variables in the exponential regression include
convective and large scale precipitation, total and high cloud cover fraction, evaporation, total
column water and water vapour, surface and top of atmosphere thermal radiation, and mean sea
level pressure. Precipitation values were summed for each day, while all other values were
averaged daily. A table of these independent variables and the units used for each can be found
in Appendix 6A.

Figure 5.1. Southern Sweden Sites Examined
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Although rainfall intensity in Sweden is lower than in many parts of the world, an accumulation
of over 40mm in a 24-hour period is defined as an extreme event by SMHI, because above this
limit the risk of flooding of rivers and landslides increases. Annual average 1-day maximum
precipitation ranges between 25mm and 40mm (Gustafsson et al., 2010). Values included in the
99th percentile intensities of 24-hour precipitation events in this study (which occur during the
summer months as rain) vary between 16.6mm to 64.8mm, containing this range. For the US
Gulf Coast state station measurements these values are much larger at 57.4mm to 304.5mm and
occur during various months throughout the year.

Table 5.1. Precipitation Measurement Station Locations
Location
Helsingborg
Malmo
Stockholm
Uppsala
Vaxjo
Baton Rouge
Canton

Station Number
6203
5336
9821
9752
6452
160549
221389

Longitude
12.69
13.03
18.06
17.63
14.82
-91.15
-90.03

Latitude
56.04
55.58
59.34
59.86
56.84
30.53
32.6

5.2.2 Determination of Probability Density Function of the Measured Data
We begin by analysing the point gauge data from SMHI for the five locations in southern
Sweden (and the two locations in the southern US) to determine the probability density function
that provides the best fit for 99th percentile precipitation events. To accomplish this task we
apply two different methods: 1) Information Complexity Criteria and (results shown in
Appendix 6B) 2) quantile-quantile comparison for visualization (Appendix 6C).
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The Information Complexity Criteria methodology used to determine the suitability of various
probability density functions to the measured data, described in more detail in section 2.6,
employs four different scoring methods, the minima of which identify the best distribution fit.
This method was used to compare the fit of Normal, Lognormal, Exponential, Gamma, Weibull,
Uniform, Generalized Pareto (Peaks-Over-Threshold), Generalized Extreme Value and Log
Pearson, Type III distributions to the data. Results of this procedure showed that of these
distributions, the best fit for the data for each location and evaluation, the single parameter
Exponential distribution matched the data best. (We do not consider here changes in temporal
trend, i.e., nonstationarity, because the data span only 22 years. Moving averages (15- and 30year windows) for precipitation have been investigated in in other studies (e.g., Livezey et al.,
2007 and Kao and Ganguly, 2011 respectively)).

5.2.3 Frequency Analysis
The fundamental statistical method used to evaluate increasing frequency of extreme
precipitation events is that of frequency analysis. The objective of frequency analysis is to relate
the magnitude of events to the frequency of their occurrence using probabilistic methods. It is
assumed that the events (data) are independently and identically distributed. Chow et al. (1988)
suggest the following relationship between probability and frequency of events.

For a random variable X, and threshold level xT, an extreme event occurs if

. The

recurrence interval of the event is described as:

(1)
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The return period is then a function of τ, E(τ), which is the average recurrence interval between
events equalling or exceeding a threshold. Therefore, if p is the probability of occurrence of an
extreme event, then
(2)
or
(3)

The following sections describe the methods used to determine the frequency analyses used to
describe the distribution of the most extreme (99th percentile) rainfall events in each of the
locations identified above.

5.2.4 Exponential Distribution
The single-parameter exponential cumulative distribution function (a special case of both the
Gamma and the Generalized Pareto distributions) is:

With lambda equal to the reciprocal of the mean value of the distribution, λ = 1/μ .

To obtain intensity vs return period, we apply a transformation in the manner of Chow (1988):
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1) Define a reduced variate, y:

(4)

2) Substitute the reduced variate into the CDF:

(5)

3) Solve for y:
(6)

4) Recall from (3) and continue,

(3)
5) Substitute into (6),

(7)

6) Relate xT to yT :

(8)
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5.2.5 Additional Physical Parameters Contributing to Extreme Precipitation
Using a multiple exponential regression scheme along with information-based model selection
criteria (Bozdogan et al., 1986), we derive a subset of output variables from the ECMWF coarse
grid dataset that best contribute to the calculation of extreme precipitation at each point location.
(This data set does not include atmospheric chemical constituents, however, so the effect of
aerosols or additional atmospheric chemistry on amount of precipitation is not taken into
consideration.)

The objective of the model selection criteria used here is to evaluate the appropriateness of each
of various models comprising a subset of independent variables drawn from the lower resolution
ECMWF ERA-40 product output to represent the most extreme (99th percentile) measured local
precipitation events. A model is considered more appropriate the lower its score calculated by
the criteria. This score represents an evaluation of the model’s ‘entropy,’ or unpredictability, of
the expected local precipitation measurement as characterized by the independent variables.
This model selection method is chosen over that of hypothesis testing since these methods test
only ‘significance’ of each independent variable and not the complexity of the model system
(e.g., Akaike, 1973; Bozdogan, 1987; Anderson et al., 2000).

Four criteria are used to evaluate model subset selection. Each of these criteria evaluates both
goodness of fit of the model parameters using Maximum Likelihood Estimates (MLE) and
minimization of Kullback-Leibler Information (1951). The first criterion applied is the Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC), which rewards the goodness of fit of a given model but penalizes
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model complexity using a relative estimate of the information lost (Akaike, 1974). A second and
related criterion, Consistent Akaike's Information Criterion (CAIC), is evaluated as a check on
potential error due to small sample size (Bozdogan, 1987). The third criterion used is the
Schwarz Bayesian Criterion (SBC), which is based on AIC but incorporates a higher penalty for
complexity (in this case, additional parameters) in a model. Finally, we score the models using
the Information Complexity (ICOMP) Criterion developed by Bozdogan (2000; Yang and
Bozdogan, 2011). This criterion is derived from AIC, but takes into account the
interdependencies of the parameter estimates as well as the dependencies of the model residuals
by quantifying the concept of overall model complexity in terms of the estimated inverse-Fisher
information matrix (Amari, 1985).

Briefly, a multiple linear regression model under normality is defined by

(9)

where Y is an (nx1) vector of observed values of the response variable, X is an (nxq) full rank matrix
representing n observations with each one measured on k variables and q = k + 1, β is a (qx1) matrix of
unknown regression coefficients, and ε is an (nx1) vector of independently and identically distributed
random errors. Further, it is assumed that Y ~ Nn(Xβ, σ2I) and ε ~ Nn(0, σ2I) with σ2 being the unknown
variance of random errors.

Given the multiple regression model in Equation (9) the Maximum Likelihood Estimates (MLEs)
of β and σ2 are given by:
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(10)
(11)

The maximized log likelihood function is:

(12)

The badness/lack of fit for the model is, then:

(13)

For each evaluation of model fitness, AIC, CAIC, SBC and ICOMP, both a badness of fit term (13) and a
model complexity term add together to make up the fitness assessment. The model complexity terms for
each are:

AIC: 2(k+1)

k= degrees of freedom of the model

CAIC: [log(n)+1]k n=sample size
SBC: [log(n)]k
ICOMP: C1(F-1)

For ICOMP, the complexity term is a term defined by the complexity of the Inverse Fisher
Information Matrix (IFIM), denoted: C1(F-1). F-1 is defined as:
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(14)
and the complexity measure that C1 of F-1 is the scalar value given by:

(15)

where

As the number of parameters increases (i.e., as the size of X increases), the error variance (
decreases although the complexity increases. In addition, as
Therefore C1(

)

increases, (X’X)-1 decreases.

negotiates between these two extremes to eliminate mullticollinearity in the

selected model.

We pay special attention to this last scoring criterion as each formulation of ICOMP adjusts for
the number of parameters and the sample size, which serve to control the risks of both
insufficient and over parameterized models (Bozdogan, 2000).
For this study, we analyze the data under the assumption that the y-values are exponentially
distributed, thus transforming the linear regression model to:

(16)
5.3. Results and Discussion
Both Information Complexity Criteria and quantile comparison for the 99th percentile of daily
precipitation intensity measurements for the years 1961-1962 for each of the five locations in
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southern Sweden suggest that the single-parameter exponential distribution best fits this data.
This result corroborates the general finding of Benestad et al. (2012).

A comparison of the sum of convective and large scale precipitation at the same locations as
given in the reanalysis data from the ECMWF for 99th percentile of precipitation intensity
(Figure 5.2) demonstrates the well-known problem that grid cell averages of precipitation greatly
underestimate the total precipitation amounts for events of extreme intensity.

Olsson and Willen (2010) address this problem by relating the convective component of the
precipitation in a grid cell to the extreme value received at a single point using the fraction of
high cloud cover (since it is associated with convective activity), assuming that the probability of
precipitation is the same everywhere inside the grid cell and that precipitation occurring at an
arbitrary point inside the grid cell equals the fractional precipitation area.

with cp = convective precipitation component, hcc = high cloud cover fraction, lsp = large scale
precipitation and α = scaling factor. Our findings, using their method with 24-hour precipitation
values, showed a close match for Stockholm just as their results for 30 minute precipitation
events were accurate to within 10% for Stockholm, but (as they discovered in their study)
results using this method were not accurate for the other four locations examined (Figure 5.2.)
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Figure 5.2. Results using the Olsson and Willen scaling method for calculating return periods for 99th
percentile precipitation events at a given location using grid cell averaged values (dashed line) show
good agreement for Stockholm measurements but much less agreement in the other southern Sweden
locations. Simple addition of convective and large scale precipitation in the grid box is shown with the
line marked ‘-o-‘.
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5.3.1 Results of Exponential Regression
To improve upon this result, we apply a multiple exponential regression using the SMHI pointgauge measurements as the dependent variable, and ten different meteorological variables
(Appendix A) from the ECMWF data as the independent variables in order to look more deeply
into the relationship between heavy daily rainfall at a specific location and regional atmospheric
conditions. Using the Information Criteria based model selection procedure (Bozdogan et al.,
1986), we determine which of the additional parameters may yield better predictability of
extreme rainfall.

Results followed a form similar to that of the Hernebring (2006) IDF (Intensity, Duration,
Frequency) equation, which sets precipitation intensity for each of 5 locations in Sweden equal
to a multiplication of base e and Return period and Duration each raised to exponents found
specifically and empirically for each location. Our models, however, incorporated the values
associated with specific 1-day average meteorological variables in each grid cell into the
formula, which simplifies the equation, is adaptable to all locations, and which applies to the 99th
percentile of precipitation events. The models are as follows:

Helsingborg:
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Malmo:

Stockholm:

Uppsala:

Vaxjo:

Scores for each model by each criterion can be found in Appendix D. Comparison of probability
density function and intensity vs return period for the 99th percentile events are shown in Figures
5.3-5.7.

The variation in regional precipitation patterns becomes evident as each best model comprises
different atmospheric variables for best prediction of intensity vs return period of the measured
data. For Helsingborg and Malmo, both on the western coast of southern Sweden and both
contained in the same 2.5 x 2.5 ECMWF grid cell, a single atmospheric moisture variable is
chosen as significant to prediction of heavy precipitation events. For Helsingborg (Figure 5.3),
the variable is total cloud cover fraction, while for Malmo (Figure 5.4) it is total column water
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Figure 5.3. The probability of 99th percentile of rainfall events in Helsingborg, Sweden follows an
exponential distribution (a). Results from the best models obtained from the exponential regression of
corresponding local meteorological variables from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasting (ECMWF) ERA-40 reanalysis data (at 2x2.5 degree resolution) are compared to point
gauge measurements. The best model for this location was the one in which total cloud cover fraction
was the only significant predictor. (b) A transformation to intensity vs return period of (a) shows that
the regression model only slightly underestimates the intensity for return periods of the highest daily
rainfall amounts found in the observations. The all-southern-Sweden model using convective
precipitation and total column water vapour as predictors does slightly less well for this location.
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Figure 5.4. The probability of 99th percentile of rainfall events in Malmo, Sweden also follows an
exponential distribution (a). For this location, the best model for is the one in which total column
water vapour was the only significant predictor. (b) A transformation to intensity vs return period of
(a) shows that the regression model only slightly underestimates the intensity for the return periods of
the highest daily rainfall amounts found in the observations. The all-southern-Sweden model using
convective precipitation and total column water vapour as predictors does nearly as well for this
location.

vapour. Forsythe et al. (2012) show a relationship between the vertical structure of clouds and
total precipitable water anomaly in the North Pacific (the Scandinavian region was not
investigated)—that high clouds and deep clouds throughout the troposphere there are more likely
at higher anomaly values; thus, these variables may not be truly independent, especially as
predictors of larger rainfall events.
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For the Stockholm and Uppsala locations (Figures 5.5 and 5.6), the amount of convective
precipitation reported in the grid cell was the most significant predictor of heavy precipitation.
In Stockholm, high cloud cover also played a large role in the calculation of precipitation
intensity. This finding agrees to some extent with that of Olsson and Willen (2010) for
Stockholm. It is also consistent with studies showing that cyclonic atmospheric conditions are
predominantly responsible for extreme precipitation events in southern Sweden (Hellstrom,
2005; Gustafsson et al., 2010).

Vaxjo (Figure 5.7) is the only location at which the best model indicated that high precipitation
intensity is dependent primarily on large scale precipitation, although total column water vapor is
also significant in the model. This result may support the findings of previous work which show
that moisture needed for precipitation in this inland region of southern Sweden is due to transport
of moisture from the European continent and the Baltic Sea (Hellstrom, 2005; Gustafsson et al.,
2010; and Zveryaev and Allan, 2010) and/or the climatological analysis of Hellstrom and
Malmgren (2004) demonstrating that frontal activity is a dominant influence on extreme
precipitation under non-cyclonic conditions.
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Figure 5.5. 99th percentile rainfall events in Stockholm, Sweden are exponentially distributed (a). The
best model for Stockholm includes both convective precipitation and high cloud cover as significant
predictors. (b) A transformation to intensity vs return period shows close agreement with that found for
the highest daily rainfall amounts in the observations. The all-southern-Sweden model using
convective precipitation and total column water vapour as predictors does slightly less well for this
location.
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Figure 5.6. 99th percentile rainfall events in Uppsala, Sweden are exponentially distributed (a). The
best model for Uppsala includes only convective precipitation as a significant predictor. (b) A
transformation to intensity vs return period shows close agreement with that found for the highest daily
rainfall amounts in the observations. The all-southern-Sweden model using convective precipitation
and total column water vapour as predictors does better than convective precipitation alone for this
location.
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Figure 5.7. 99th percentile rainfall events in Vaxjo, Sweden are exponentially distributed (a). The best
model for Vaxjo includes both large scale precipitation and total column water vapour as significant
predictors. (b) A transformation to intensity vs return period shows close agreement with that found for
the highest daily rainfall amounts in the observations. The all-southern-Sweden model using
convective precipitation and total column water vapour as predictors does slightly better than the model
chosen based on atmospheric variables for this location alone.

To investigate the possibility that a single model could characterize the heavy rainfall of all of
southern Sweden, a final regression was performed in which the measurements from all of the
gauges were concatenated to form a single dependent variable, and data for each independent
variable were also concatenated accordingly. The resulting model gave convective precipitation
and total column water vapour as the best predictors:
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As shown in the figures as ‘All 18,’ this model slightly underestimates the extreme rainfall in
two of the locations (Helsingborg and Stockholm), does as well as the model for the single
station for two of the locations (Vaxjo and Malmo) and predicts Uppsala better than the model
for the single station. This result may indicate that there is no real difference in heavy rainfall
among the stations and that the larger sample size of the combined model compensated for any
multicollinearity unsolved for by the scoring criteria.

Validation of the approach was performed using measurement data from Baton Rouge, Louisiana
(Figure 5.8) and Canton, Mississippi (Figure 5.9). 99th percentile rainfall in these locations was
found also to be exponentially distributed, and models for both locations included total column
water vapour and total column liquid water. Closely scoring alternative models to this included
variables such as top thermal radiation and mean sea level pressure indicating conditions
favourable to cyclonic activity (e.g., Emanuel et al., 2013).
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Figure 5.8. 99th percentile rainfall events in Baton Rouge, Louisiana are exponentially distributed (a).
The best model for Baton Rouge includes total column water vapour and total column liquid water as
significant predictors, although the model using large scale precipitation and mean sea level pressure
does essentially as well. (b) A transformation to intensity vs return period shows close agreement with
that found for the highest daily rainfall amounts in the observations.
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Figure 5.9. 99th percentile rainfall events in Canton, Mississippi are exponentially distributed (a). The
best model for Canton includes total column water vapour and total column liquid water as significant
predictors, although the model using high cloud cover, mean sea level pressure and top thermal
radiation fits nearly as closely. (b) A transformation to intensity vs return period shows close
agreement with that found for the highest daily rainfall amounts in the observations.

5.4. Conclusions and Future Work
Information Complexity Criteria (Bozdogan, 2000) provided a quantitative validation of
apparent quantile-quantile analyses of the probability distributions of measured extreme rainfall
events. Confirmation that the distributions were exponentially distributed allowed for
meaningful multivariate regression using an exponential formulation. This analysis was an
important first step in the process to inform the choice of regression used. Comparison of the
results obtained by this method with results obtained from a linear regression (not discussed) of
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the same atmospheric variables differed significantly in the models and variables selected.
Matching the distribution of the model results with that of the dependent variable yielded much
more robust predictions of return periods of significant rainfall events. The results showed that
regional precipitation is affected by both local and remote forces; and precipitation patterns differ
from region to region, yet in all of the cases examined, the heaviest rainfall at a given point was
associated with the moisture content of the atmosphere either in the form of cloud cover or liquid
or water vapour. (This finding is particularly important with regard to climate change, since with
increases in atmospheric temperature more water is retained in the atmosphere.) Convective
precipitation contributed significantly to heavy rainfall in Sweden whereas it was not highly
correlated to heavy rainfall in the Gulf of Mexico. This is likely due in part to the fact that the
heaviest rains in southern Sweden occur almost always in the months of July and August,
whereas in the Gulf Coast area, the heaviest rains (generally at least twice the magnitude of those
in southern Sweden) can occur in almost any season and, as such, can be associated either with
large scale systems or with hurricanes, each of which involve very different atmospheric
processes.

Additional steps in the development of a statistical downscaling scheme for the representation of
precipitation at the local level from that at coarser scale could also include temporal and spatial
relationships among grid cell values of convective and large scale precipitation and the
significant variables identified. That is, examination of the correlation between atmospheric
conditions before an extreme event occurs (possibly suggesting movement of systems from one
location to another) may prove at least as significant to the point-specific downscaling as
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concurrent ones. Results of these schemes should be compared to observational values, and
predictive results to dynamical downscaling schemes such as those of high resolution models
(e.g., Gao et al., 2012) and to spatial regression relationships (e.g., Hellstrom and Malmgren,
2004). The schemes may ultimately apply to predictions of local extremes using output of
climate model simulations under various social (SRES) and radiative forcing (RCP) scenarios
(Nakićenović and Swart, 2000; Moss et al., 2008, respectively).

We have shown a simple method for downscaling gridded average precipitation values to values
for heavy precipitation events at specific locations by incorporating meteorological state
variables into the calculations. The method represents a readily accessible way for field
hydrologists and infrastructure developers to evaluate both historical data and climate model
predictions, without the requirement of extensive computing power, as they plan for flood
mitigation and minimization of urban consequences due to extreme precipitation events.
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Appendix 5A. Tables of Independent Variables and Precipitation Amounts

Table 5A.1 Independent Atmospheric Variables and Units
Vector
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
X9
X10

Variable Name
Convective Precipitation
Evaporation
High Cloud Cover
Large Scale Precipitation
Mean Sea Level Pressure
Surface Thermal Radiation
Total Cloud Cover
Total Column Water Vapour
Total Column Water
Top Thermal Radiation

Abbreviation
cp
evp
hcc
lsp
mslp
str
tcc
tcv
ttw
ttr

Units
mm
mm
fraction
mm
Pa/10000
W mm-2 s-1
fraction
kg mm-2
kg mm-2
W mm-2 s-1

Table 5A.2 Number of Total Wet Days 1961-1982 and Range of 99th Percentile Precipitation Amounts
Location

Number of Wet Days

Range of 99th Percentile Amounts

Number of Events over 40mm

Helsingborg

3517

17.2 – 58.5 mm

5

Malmo

3728

16.6 – 64.8 mm

7

Stockholm

3793

17.4 – 59.8 mm

3

Uppsala

3709

16.8 – 44.1 mm

2

Vaxjo

4135

16.7 – 54.9 mm

2

Baton Rouge

1863

57.4 – 304.5mm

All in 99th percentile

Canton

1244

55.9 – 185.4mm

All in 99th percentile
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Appendix 5B. Information Complexity Criteria for Determination of Probability Density
of 99th Percentile Precipitation Events
Table 5B.1 Helsingborg
PDF
Normal
Lognormal
Exponential
Gamma
Weibull
Uniform
GEV
GP
LogPears3

(asterisks denote lowest criterion score)

AIC
445.9199
387.5288
237.8061*
408.2506
438.0713
467.6009
377.307
426.4604
435.9961

CAIC
452.684
394.2929
241.1881*
415.0147
444.8353
474.3649
387.4536
433.2244
442.7601

SBC
450.684
392.2929
240.1881*
413.0147
442.8353
472.3649
384.4536
431.2244
440.7601

ICOMP_misspec
446.4426
387.0671
238.1743*
408.1538
438.5043
468.8605
375.0406
427.1782
436.3534

AIC
489.2355
419.5797
292.1813*
469.3002
469.3002
506.6451
509.1115
451.5604
477.6274

CAIC
495.9996
426.3438
295.5633*
450.6196
476.0642
513.4091
519.2575
458.3245
484.3915

SBC
493.9996
424.3438
294.5633*
448.6196
474.0642
511.4091
516.2575
456.3245
482.3915

ICOMP_misspec
489.5125
418.0946
290.7802*
443.0245
469.141
507.743
507.274
451.6793
477.6312

CAIC
437.5787
390.8659
255.7054*
407.2068
434.7533
459.5183
285.9397
417.7108
429.4239

SBC
435.5787
388.8659
254.7054*
405.2068
432.7533
457.5183
282.9397
415.7108
427.4239

ICOMP_misspec
431.8145
384.4779
253.3339*
401.0626
429.0052
454.4044
271.5917
412.2057
423.5559

Table 5B.2 Malmo
PDF
Normal
Lognormal
Exponential
Gamma
Weibull
Uniform
GEV
GP
LogPears3

Table 5B.3 Stockholm
PDF
Normal
Lognormal
Exponential
Gamma
Weibull
Uniform
GEV
GP
LogPears3

AIC
430.8147
384.1018
252.3234*
400.4427
427.9892
452.7543
275.7936
410.9467
422.6599
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Table 5B.4 Uppsala
PDF
Normal
Lognormal
Exponential
Gamma
Weibull
Uniform
GEV
GP
LogPears3

AIC
386.1272
324.4522
179.0663*
345.7314
388.0524
402.8738
417.8574
385.0455
374.9635

CAIC
392.8912
331.2163
182.4484*
352.4954
394.8165
409.6379
428.0035
391.8096
381.7276

SBC
390.8912
329.2163
181.4484*
350.4954
392.8165
407.6379
425.0035
389.8096
379.7276

ICOMP_misspec
384.9349
322.2391
178.6825*
343.8216
386.8424
402.4455
415.4318
384.3477
373.5674

AIC
422.7214
370.9961
215.2236*
389.1184
419.4484
443.3231
356.2384
401.1203
413.6096

CAIC
429.4854
377.7601
218.6057*
395.8825
426.2124
450.0871
366.3845
407.8844
420.3736

SBC
427.4854
375.7601
217.6057*
393.8825
424.2124
448.0871
363.3845
405.8844
418.3736

ICOMP_misspec
423.0772
370.4929
214.6833*
388.954
419.8068
444.4282
353.0281
401.7928
413.8234

CAIC
705.8858
654.2921
588.3705*
672.507
688.3765
724.3108
606.7313
665.8231
699.5611

SBC
703.8858
652.2921
587.3705*
670.507
686.3765
722.3108
603.7313
663.8231
697.5611

ICOMP misspec
704.4221
652.2983
591.0315*
670.7417
686.8257
723.3249
594.6193
664.2943
698.0398

Table 5B.5 Vaxjo
PDF
Normal
Lognormal
Exponential
Gamma
Weibull
Uniform
GEV
GP
LogPears3

Table 5B.6 Baton Rouge, LA
PDF
Normal
Lognormal
Exponential
Gamma
Weibull
Uniform
GEV
GP
LogPears3

AIC
699.1469
647.5532
585.0011*
665.7681
681.6376
717.5719
596.623
659.0842
692.8222
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Table 5B.7 Canton, MS
PDF
Normal
Lognormal
Exponential
Gamma
Weibull
Uniform
GEV
GP
LogPears3

AIC
592.1043
537.8143
390.4411*
557.2317
589.8812
614.8341
470.4601
571.3512
585.2338

CAIC
598.8432
544.5532
393.8105*
563.9706
596.6201
621.573
480.5685
578.0901
591.9727

SBC
596.8432
542.5532
392.8105*
561.9706
594.6201
619.573
477.5685
576.0901
589.9727

ICOMP misspec
595.2659
540.3587
393.562*
560.0235
593.0739
618.668
468.2059
574.8612
588.32
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Appendix 5C. Q-Q Plots for Distribution of Heavy Rainfall Events

Figure C-1. Q-Q plots for Helsingborg, Sweden. The data most closely follow an exponential
distribution.
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Figure C-2. Q-Q plots for Baton Rouge, Louisiana. The data most closely follow an exponential
distribution.
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Appendix 5D. Scores for Each Exponential Regression Model

Vars Selected

AIC

ICOMP

CAIC

SBC

R2

Helsingborg
0 7
7.7634
3.1133 35.7035
(0 = constant; 7 = Total Cloud Cover Fraction)

34.0686

0.1109**

68.4047

0.1486***

Malmo
0 8
36.2182 35.6072 69.7810
(0 = constant; 8 = Total Column Water Vapour)
Stockholm
0 1 3 -9.6560 -16.2580 27.3300 25.5686
0.1130**
(0 = constant; 1 = Convective Precipitation; 3 = High Cloud Cover Fraction)
Uppsala
0 1
-1.1686 -5.9239 28.6059
(0 = constant; 1 = Convective Precipitation)

27.4048

0.0195**

Vaxjo
0 4 8 -5.30879 -5.29883
42.6832
40.7667 0.124*
(0 = constant; 4 = Large Scale Precipitation, 8 = Total Column Water Vapour)
Southern Sweden
0 1 8 40.9206 40.9995 95.4418 93.7174 0.06922***
(0 = constant; 1 = Convective Precipitation; 8 = Total Column Water Vapour)
Baton Rouge
0 8 9 45.9344 79.698
37.0877 34.9223 0.00078*
(0 = constant; 8 = Total Column Water Vapour; 9 = Total Column Liquid Water)
Canton
0 8 9 1.08938 36.1851 -5.44225 -7.43747 0.0169*
(0 = constant; 8 = Total Column Water Vapour; 9 = Total Column Liquid Water)

*Asterisks indicate the number of model scores minus one that were minimized for the given
model; e.g., three asterisks indicate that all four scoring systems were minimized for the model.
In the case of Vaxjo, Baton Rouge and Canton, there were several models that were minimized
by only two scoring systems. In these cases, the lowest scores for the other two criteria
determined the best model.
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Chapter 6
Electricity Demand Evolution Driven by Storm Motivated Population
Movement
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Melissa R. Allen1,2, Steven J. Fernandez2,1, Joshua S. Fu1,2
1

University of Tennessee, Knoxville
2

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Abstract
Managing the risks to reliable delivery of energy to vulnerable populations posed by local effects
of climate change on energy production and delivery is a challenge for communities worldwide.
Climate effects such as sea level rise and increased frequency and intensity of natural disasters
can force populations to move locations. These moves result in changing geographic patterns of
demand for infrastructure services. Thus, infrastructures will evolve to accommodate new load
centers while some parts of the network are underused, and these changes will create emerging
vulnerabilities. Forecasting the location of these vulnerabilities by combining climate predictions
and agent based population movement models shows promise for defining these future
population distributions and changes in coastal infrastructure configurations. In this work, we
created a prototype agent based population distribution model and developed a methodology to
establish utility functions that provide insight about new infrastructure vulnerabilities that might
result from these new electric power topologies. Combining climate and weather data,
engineering algorithms and social theory, we use the new Department of Energy (DOE)
Connected Infrastructure Dynamics Models (CIDM) to examine electricity demand response to
increased temperatures, population migration in response to extreme cyclonic events, consequent
net population changes and new regional patterns in electricity demand. This work suggests that
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the importance of established evacuation routes that move large populations repeatedly through
convergence points as an indicator may be under recognized.

6.1 Introduction
New demands for increased energy and power in new and different locations will challenge the
power grid as it evolves over the next decades. Climate change and resulting extreme weather
events will affect these challenges as electricity demand will rise with temperature rise (Hadley
et al., 2006) and population will move in response to extreme weather events to locations less
vulnerable to environmental hazards (Perch-Nielsen et al., 2008; McLeman, 2013; Shumway et
al., 2014)

Migration has been defined as “the residential relocation of an individual, family or group from
one place to another” (Nel, 2010). Migration in response to extreme weather events occurs in
part as a result of individual decisions to relocate to less vulnerable regions (Maslow, 1954;
Graves, 1976) and in part as a result of businesses closing and rebuilding elsewhere after natural
disaster (Lam et al, 2009). Although these decisions can significantly affect regional electricity
demand, the implications of these shifts are little studied because the character of the influence of
natural disaster on migration flow remains uncertain. Modeling of migration flow and the
changes these flows create in the power grid topology require integration of disparate fields and
theories and only recently have data from these fields at the required scale become available.
Permann (2007) and Amal (2011) surveyed past attempts to connect people movement, power
topology changes and their combined effect on the robustness and resilience of the resulting
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power grid. To provide a testbed for the interaction and interdependencies of these forces, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) developed a suite of tools including Visualizing Energy
Resources Dynamically on Earth (VERDE)
(http://web.ornl.gov/sci/electricdelivery/research_verde.shtml), Energy Awareness and
Resiliency Standardized Services (EARSS)
(http://cda.ornl.gov/publications_2013/Publication%2040621.pdf), Homeland security Extreme
weather Awareness Tool (HEAT) (Fernandez et al., 2013) and Connected Infrastructure
Dynamics Models (CIDM) (Allen et al., 2013).

This suite provides a common spatial scale for climate-infrastructure-population migration
modeling by coupling high-resolution climate models with the neighborhood-scale infrastructure
modules. Integration of the models provides a framework for placing existing high-resolution
climate modeling output (Allen et al., 2013), ORNL infrastructure model data and population
movements in a common reference grid so these domains can operate on the same spatial and
temporal scales.

6.2. Methodology
6.2.1 Projections of Changing Electricity Demand
The US Energy Information Administration (EIA) makes historical electricity demand tables
available by state for each year (http://www.eia.gov/electricity/data.cfm). Comparison of the
demand over several decades shows the effects of various economic and demographic
characteristics of a population such as changes in household size, increases in personal electronic
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devices, changes in efficiency of heating, cooling and appliance technology, and the effect of
energy prices on demand. There are large demand differences evident between years, however,
which could represent outmigration from environmental or economic disaster areas and
significant increases in population in other locations. Characterizing these changes over time is
important for accurate prediction of changes in production and transmission necessary for the
adaptation of the electrical grid to the changing climate.

Electric power demand is projected by the EIA by state for future years. For the projections,
changes in power demand are calculated using broadly-defined determinants of energy
consumption for the commercial and residential sectors. While economic and demographic
effects of consumption are considered in each of these sectors, changes in these effects due to
migration, and especially large migration due to cataclysmic events, is not included. We
examine the additional effects of migration on electricity demand using LandScan population
data at 1km resolution aggregated to the county level, along with by-county annual changes in
migration as reported by the US Census.

6.2.2 Calculation of Electrical Customer Demand
As population relocates and businesses rebuild in new locations, electricity demand shifts. To
calculate the electrical customer demand it is necessary first to convert the population count into
electricity customer count using a conversion factor that varies geographically. This Bailey
Young (Young et al., 2009) correction factor is derived for a given county as the population for a
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given decennial year (in this case, 2000) divided by the sum of the households and the firms in
the county.

6.2.3 Datasets and Approach
We use population migration and growth projections to estimate energy demand resident within
CIDM developed as part of the LandScan population suite. Natural population fluxes such as
births and deaths and new businesses moving into an area change the customer electricity
demand in a somewhat predictable way, but the most startling and less predictable changes occur
after a disaster of some kind for which the effects can last for at least a decade (Blanchard and
Katz, 1992; Wilbanks and Fernandez, 2012). These migration models are agent based models
allowing agents to move from cell to cell based on balance between attractors and repelling
forces upon which the climate drivers act. The modeling framework allows stochastic
examination of different migration theories and assumptions about adaptation options. We
derived relationships between historical population data and energy demand data at the same
spatial resolution as climate data and extrapolate to relative change in energy demand as future
populations migrate. This relationship consequently estimates future energy demand levels and
their spatial distribution.

To develop the utility functions upon which the agents in the models act we examine existing
data from a variety of sources and derive a relationship based upon multiple linear regression
scored by information complexity criteria. Selection of the data is based upon the decisionmaking metrics given in recognized social theory. Decisions by households as to whether to
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remain in the same location or to relocate tend to be economically and culturally motivated
(Maslow, 1954). It is reasonable, then, to assume that individuals’ economic, social and cultural
characteristics influence their mobility. To some extent, both early and later gravity models
captured this idea as communities’ “attractiveness” based on factors such as low unemployment
and per capita wages (Lowry, 1964; Rogers, 1967) earning potential and social interaction
opportunities among individuals of the same race (McHugh, 1988; Raphael and Riker, 1999).
Our approach uses an expanded set of these same variables, but is evaluated in such a way as to
to take into account the decision making of composite individuals.

Raphael and Riker (1999) show, however, that there are demographic types who perceive
themselves to be mobile in the face of unexpected displacement from work whom we might
expect to seek a livelihood elsewhere. These individuals include more men than women, more
Caucasian than other races, more military households (Li et al., 2005) than civilian, and
households with fewer than average occupants.

We took as our model a linear equation to examine the tendencies of individuals to stay or move
to a chosen destination based upon their own demographic characteristics.
The basic equation is of the form:
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and is generated via least squares regression analysis and evaluated by four Information
Complexity Criteria (Bozdogan, 2000). The difference between the evaluation of this equation
and those used for traditional single-equation regression migration models is the preprocessing
stage. We do not use Y as a vector of values associated with a subset of all possible destinations
but as a vector that represents agents associated with a single destination—namely a vector of
ones and zeroes that represent the percentage of the population that moved from the origin to the
specific destination (Fernandez et al., 2010).

The length of the vector is determined by the

amount of computing available for the regression process. We have arbitrarily chosen that
number to be 1000.

Likewise, the X vectors are each random distributions of ones and zeroes representing the
demographic attributes of the parish of origin. These demographic attributes are listed in Table
7.1. As agents were developed from these attributes, care was taken to represent mutually
exclusive data as such during the stochastic process—that is, because citizens reporting race
identified as either black or white alone, then the stochastically assigned ones for blacks did not
overlap those for whites. Citizens reporting mixed race are counted implicitly as “other” by their
absence. The decision to include only two racial choices was made to limit the number of
independent variables and because blacks and whites make up at least 95% of the population in
2005 in most parishes. Studies (Groen and Polivka, 2010) have indicated an increase, however,
in Hispanic residents from 3.2% in 2005 to 6.6% in 2007 driven by migration into the affected
areas.) Likewise, as reported by the Bureau of Labor employed civilian population counts,
individuals work in only one sector of the economy, so there is no overlap of career. Thus the
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employment categories were partitioned among the thousand agents and stochastically assigned
each within its own partition. Data were compiled from several sources: US Census
(population, gender, married households, education, race, and veterans), Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) (to and from migration), Louisiana State Government (employed civilian
population), and Louisiana Department of Revenue (poverty rates). Since migration rates were
taken from IRS tax records, we chose to focus on the working population and therefore did not
consider age (such as retirees) among our explanatory variables.

Table 6.1. Demographics of Origin Populations
Model Ref
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Type
Gender female
Married
College Education
Below Poverty Level
White
Black
Ag/forest/fish Career
Construction Career
Manufacturing Career
Retail/Trade Career
Transportation/Utilities
Finance Career
Professional/Scientific
Education Career
Artistic Career
Military Veteran

%Jeff
52%
34%
18%
13.7%
70%
25%
1.9%
7.7%
8.3%
4.7%
5.9%
6.9%
10.2%
19.4%
10.2%
9.0%

%Orlea
53%
34%
18%
27.9%
28.9%
67.6%
1%
4.9%
5.2%
9.8%
5.9%
2.4%
9.9%
25.7%
15.3%
8.0%

%Plaqu
49.9%
58%
18%
18%
71%
22.8%
12.2%
7.2%
9.0%
3.7%
10.6%
4.1%
8.1%
15.1%
8.2%
7.9%

%St B
51.5%
54%
18%
13.1%
88.1%
9.0%
1.9%
9.2%
10.8%
12.4%
7%
6.8%
8.1%
17%
9.7%
9.5%

%St C
51%
65%
18%
11.4%
72.2%
25.9%
1.6%
9.9%
17.9%
10.5%
8.1%
4.9%
7.3%
18.1%
6.5%
8.3%

% St T
51.1%
65%
18%
9.7%
86.8%
10.6%
2.6%
9.1%
7.8%
13.0%
4.9%
6.9%
10.1%
20.2%
8.5%
10.6%

6.3. Results
6.3.1 Regional Demand Map After Hurricane-Induced Redistribution
In order to demonstrate how this methodology might work, we examined county-by-county
changes in electricity demand for the years surrounding the hurricane season of 2005. We
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downscaled the state by state electricity sales data for the years 2004-2006 provided by the
Energy Information Administration (EIA) using LandScan population counts for 2004
aggregated to the county level and converted to customer counts using the Bailey Young
conversion factors (Section 2.2). To obtain population counts for subsequent years, by-county
proportional changes in population as recorded by the US Census were used to convert
population counts from 2004 to those in subsequent years. Figures 6.1-6.4 show the results as
energy use in million kilowatt-hours by county in nine southeastern states.

A comparison of Figures 6.1 and 6.2 indicated little change in electricity demand occurred
between 2004 and 2005 because only marginal population shifts occurred (-7% to 20% per
county). Much larger differences appear between 2005 and 2006 as Figure 6.4 illustrates
changes in population ranged between -76% and 13%. Most notable in the plots is the reduction
in demand in south Florida; Plaquemines, Jefferson, St. Bernard (-76%) and Orleans due to
migration in response to Hurricane Wilma Parishes in Louisiana in response to Hurricane
Katrina; and in Cameron Parish Louisiana and several southeastern Texas counties in response to
Hurricane Rita. Significant increases in demand as a result of Hurricane Katrina are evidenced
in the largely populated areas of in which even a small percent increase produces a significant
increase in power usage, Harris, Bexar, Dallas, Tarrant, Collin and Denton, TX as well as
Harrison County, MS and East Baton Rouge and Lafayette, LA. Increases in demand shown in
Caddo, Louisiana are due to influx of Rita evacuees.
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6.3.2 Power Demand Increases Correlate with Evacuation Routes
Hurricane Katrina (August 23, 2005 - August 30, 2005) made landfall along the U.S. Gulf Coast
on August 29, 2005, sustaining 110-knot winds, which extended 205 miles outward from the
center of the storm. Extensive flooding in the City of New Orleans, Louisiana, resulted due to
storm surge from adjacent Lake Pontchartrain and several levee failures. Damage from the
storm displaced more than 1,000,000 Gulf Coast residents from their homes.

Hurricane Rita (September 19, 2005 – September 25, 2005) made landfall along the Gulf Coasts
of western Louisiana and eastern Texas one month later on September 24, 2005. Sustained
winds were reported above 140 knots with extent 80 miles from the center of the storm. Storm
surge flooding reached 15 feet in Cameron Parish. New Orleans experienced additional flooding
and levee failures from Hurricane Rita, and 600,000 households in that city remained displaced
(Wilbanks and Fernandez, 2012). According to the Cable News Network (CNN) and the
American Red Cross in 2005, evacuees resided predominantly in 2 states during this time:
55,000 evacuees in LA and 56,000 evacuees in TX. Forced evacuations, destroyed homes,
disruption of economic activity, and the ruin of community infrastructures ($145 billion in
damages) in the wake of these storms led to population shifts in the Gulf Coast Region.

The population shifts resulting from the hurricanes’ damage recorded in the IRS data shows that
the most attractive destination for the refugees was Harris County, TX. Tables 7.2 and 7.3 show
the counties that received the most migrants from parishes affected by the storms for the years
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2005-2006 and 2006-2007. Table 7.4 indicates the difference between population in 2005 and
population in 2007.

Figure 6.1 Electricity demand for southeastern states, 2004 in million kWh.

Figure 6.2. Electricity demand for southeastern states, 2005 in million kWh.
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Figure 6.3. Electricity demand in southeastern states for the year 2006, shows large decreases in
southeast Florida due to population losses from Hurricane Wilma. Large decreases in southeast
Louisiana and southwest Mississippi are indicative of population losses due to Hurricane Katrina.
Increases are shown in Harris, Bexar, Dallas and Tarrant counties in Texas, and to a lesser but
significant extent in Shelby County, TN and Fulon County, GA. These were counties that provided the
most refuge for Katrina evacuees.

Figure 6.4. Differences in demand in the southeast from 2005 to 2006 reveal gains and losses in
population due to hurricane events.
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The tables illustrate that between the years of 2005 and 2006, population moved out of Katrinaand Rita-impacted areas and predominantly into three Texas counties. East Baton Rouge,
Jefferson, St. Tammany and Tangipahoa Parishes, however, were the most popular in-state
destinations. Between the years of 2006 and 2007, as counties recover, population begins to
move back to pre-hurricane locations. By 2007, numbers of in-migrants are nearing preKatrina/Rita values. Orleans and St. Bernard parishes show increases in numbers of in-migrants
from 2005 to 2007 indicating recovery of the parishes.

Table 6.2. Between the years of 2005 and 2006, population moved out of Katrina-devastated areas and
predominantly into three Texas counties. East Baton Rouge, Jefferson, St. Tammany and Tangipahoa
Parishes were the most popular in-state destinations.
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Table 6.3. Between the years of 2006 and 2007, as counties recover, population begins to move back to
pre-Katrina parishes.

Table 6.4. By 2007, numbers of migrants are nearing pre-Katrina values. Orleans and St. Bernard
parishes show increases in numbers of in-migrants from 2005 to 2007 indicating recovery of the
parishes.
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Influence of Evacuation Routes on Migration
The state of Louisiana has published directions for phased evacuation in the event of a hurricane,
and in which contraflow routes are established to allow traffic to use all lanes available to exit
the impacted area. Planning models and logistics include the determination of the fuel required
for all vehicles, the designation of public transit to evacuate disabled population, and
mobilization strategies for emergency response personnel and emergency medical equipment.
Evacuation routes direct traffic away from potential areas of congestion and toward maximum
flow. They are also routed toward emergency shelters that have been preselected based on
estimates of flooding potential for at-risk geographic areas in storm scenarios (Liu and Tuttle,
2008). For the most intense evacuation procedures, busses carry those without transportation to
designated shelters. Those with personal transportation drive to the nearest safe area and take
cover until the storm has passed, waters recede and cleanup has completed. As the nearest hotels
reach capacity, evacuees must continue along a given route to find the next nearest hotels with
vacancies. Thus, nearest hotels fill up first and more distant hotels reach occupancy later.
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Figure 6.5. Contraflow Routes for Gulf Coast states take outflow to nearest habitable areas on the
designated routes and their highway extensions. 15 of the top 20 receiving counties of Katrina
refugees are located on the contraflow routes.

Implicit in Groen and Polevka (2010) about decisions of evacuees to return to affected counties
after Katrina is that the alternative is to remain in the location of displacement. The IRS data
show that of the top twenty locations to which Katrina refugees migrated in 2006, only five were
not located on branches of the evacuation routes (see Figure 6.5). One of these counties, Tarrant
County, TX is adjacent to Dallas County, TX, which is a terminus. The other four (Shelby, TN;
DeKalb, Fulton and Cobb, GA) are located on the extensions of the major highways designated
as contraflow routes for the initial exodus from Louisiana. Thus, perhaps the longer a population
remains displaced, the more likely it is to settle in place, finding and retaining employment in the
temporary location.
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Influence of Demographics on Relocation Choice
Results of the multi-agent regression indicate several key findings. First, there was no one
model that could be applied to every parish’s population relocation choices. For each parish,
county-specific demographics sets were selected to represent the characteristics of the
individuals who chose to locate in the counties they did following the hurricane. Second, those
who returned, those who relocated, and the counties to which they relocated were determined
primarily by economics in some parishes, and in others by race, gender or educational
attainment. As noted in (Lam et al., 2009) the economic sector to make the fastest recovery
among the affected parishes was that of the Professional, Scientific and Technical. In many
cases these companies were the largest and the most lucrative in the area, so they were the
companies that could afford rapid recovery efforts. Our study supports this finding as this group
had the highest tendency to return especially to the parishes of St. Tammany and St. Bernard.
Those in agricultural, fishing and wildlife also tended to stay or to return quickly to their origins.

The model that best fit the Orleans Parish to Bexar County (San Antonio), TX flow included
only construction and retail workers. Correspondingly, city data for Bexar County reports the
number of new house construction building permits for the county in 2005 as 10, 298 buildings
at an average cost of $146,700 and in 2006 as 9219 buildings at an average cost: $156,000.
Numbers of similar permits in previous and subsequent years was approximately half those
levels.
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Individuals living below the poverty level moved mostly to the suburbs (Plyer and Ortiz, 2012).
Models showed that parish citizens living below the poverty level moved from Orleans to
Jefferson, Jefferson to Tangipahoa and St. Charles, and St. Charles to East Baton Rouge. For
poverty-level households from Jefferson, models best describing the population flux included
four demographics, the poverty demographic was associated with a slightly negative (on the
order of 10-2) coefficient, whereas if the poverty demographic was one of fewer than four
explanatory variables, the coefficient was positive. Plyer and Ortiz (2012) show that one of the
results of this migration is the change in poverty per parish from the year 1999 to the years 20082010 (average). In Tangipahoa, this number is statistically higher for the later period. This type
of shift in parish income demographic profile has an additional effect on electricity demand
(http://www.eia.gov/consumption/residential/data/2005/).

If we track population moves from a single parish outward, Plaquemines, for example, we note
that black and white households moved to different places. White households moved from
Plaquemines to Jefferson, St. Tammany, Tangipahoa, Lafayette and St. Mary parishes. Black
households did not return to their original parishes (Groen and Polivka, 2010) but moved to
Orleans (the parish with the highest black population before Hurriane Katrina) from other
parishes.

Our results also suggest that women-led households moved farther from their original residences
than other groups did. For example, these households moved from St. Tammany and Orleans to
Dallas and to Tarrant Counties in Texas. Longer in-state moves for females were from St.
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Bernard to Ascension Parish. Groen and Polevka (2010) report that in high-damage areas,
evacuees with children were less likely to return than those without children.

Heads of Households with a college education (along with a Professional/Scientific/Technical
career) stayed in St. Bernard Parish and moved to Parishes with large universities such as East
Baton Rouge. These households also moved to Washington, St. Charles and Ascension Parishes.

Veterans favored parishes or counties with military facilities such as Jefferson (Coast Guard, US
Air Force Department, Patrician military housing (Naval Base)), St. Tammany (Coast Guard,
National Guard, Arm and Navy facilities), Ascension (National Guard and Louisiana National
Guard), St. Mary (National Guard, Army Base, Civil Air Patrol), Terrebonne (Coast Guard and
National Guard), and Fulton County in Georgia (Fort McPherson).

6.3.3 Framework for Long-term Evacuation Evaluation
In order to explore the balance of the influence of evacuation routes and of the demographics of
a population on migration, we developed FLEE (Framework for Long-term Evacuation
Evaluation), an agent based model that moves the evacuating population along the established
routes. As each agent approaches a possible destination parish or county, it makes a “decision”
as to whether to stay (relocate there) based upon its demographic components (as determined by
the method described in section 2.4). The model ran for each of nine parishes of origin: five for
response to Hurricane Katrina and four for response to Hurricane Rita. The four Rita parishes
were those which experienced intense impacts from both Hurricane Rita in 2005 and Hurricane
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Gustav in 2008. Model results obtained for the Hurricane Rita parishes were then compared to
the same parishes’ responses to Hurricane Gustav in 2008.

Previous research (Wilmot et al., 2006) suggests that the sequence in which evacuees approach
locations with hotel or motel availability significantly affects an individual’s choice of location
of temporary refuge. That is, the sequence of opportunities to choose shelter site is sensitive to
the direction of evacuation relative to the path of the storm. Apparent from the simulations was
that the starting location determined initial evacuation destination decisions for the agents. This
observation led to the simulation of agent evacuation based upon random movement along the
flow routes in the direction of the contraflow mandated by state emergency procedures. Next,
simulations with the full model, including weighted demographics were run. Results from these
simulations are shown in Table 6.5.

Table 6.5 indicates that the FLEE model does well (0-20% error) at predicting destination
parishes for long-term evacuees, but not as well for return population projections for stormaffected parishes of origin. In fact, the more intensely a parish suffered from each storm, the less
accurate the model population projection was for long-term relocation to that parish. Figure 6.6
illustrates this idea showing wind swaths from both Katrina and Rita along with the percentages
by which FLEE under- or over-estimated 2006 population counts (as indicated by the legend).
The red shading in the hurricane swaths represents the areas which sustained 59-74 knot winds.
The yellow shading indicates 40-58 knot winds, and the blue shading 39 knot winds.
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Because the model employs geographically sequential decision-making for choice of destination,
it tends mostly to underestimate the return of the population to the parish of origin. The model
also tended to predict better the long-term destinations for Rita evacuees than it did for Katrina
evacuees. Additionally, since migration patterns after Gustav for 2009 were similar to those
after Rita for 2006, the model used for Rita showed good agreement with migration figures after
Gustav.

Using values generated by FLEE, calculations using the Connected Infrastructure Dynamics
Model (CIDM) of the values shown in Figure 6.5 matched reasonably well with the EIA actual
figures, except for those in the most heavily affected areas. Differences between the FLEE
model results and the EIA data are shown in Figure 6.6.

6.3.4 Robustness and Resilience
In determining a population’s likelihood to stay or to leave an area affected by extreme weather
events, it is useful to evaluate a community’s robustness to these events and its resilience once
subject to them. Infrastructure is robust to extreme climate activity if it is capable of
withstanding stress. For example, a robust power plant may withstand a 100-year storm and
continue to provide full service without interruption indicating a probability of reduced service
equal to zero, even though the probability of the climate stressor is 1 percent (Wilbanks and
Fernandez, 2012). Infrastructure is resilient if, once exposed to a stressor, it is capable of repair
and renewal within a short time. Different regions have different amounts of robustness and
resilience, and these differences among regions can be quantified using fragility curves.
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Table 6.5. Differences between 2006 population migration results from FLEE model and US Census
counts for parishes of origin and destination
Parish

Hurricane

Beauregard, LA
Calcasieu, LA
Vernon, LA
Allen, LA
Harris, TX
Lafayette, LA
Jeff Davis, LA
E. Baton Rouge
Rapides, LA
Orange, TX
Jefferson, TX
Cameron, LA
Vermilion, LA
Acadia, LA
Jefferson, LA
Orleans, LA
St Tammany
Dallas, TX
St Charles, LA
St John, LA
Tarrant, TX
Tangipahoa, LA
Evangeline, LA
St. Landry, LA
Bexar, TX
Fulton, GA
DeKalb, GA
Shelby, TN
Plaquemines
Terrebonne, LA
St Mary, LA
St Bernard, LA
Pearl River, MS
Livingston, LA
Ascension, LA
Washingtn, LA
Montgmry, TX

Rita

Katrina

Katrina

Katrina

LS+IRS
Pop 2005
34645
185496
48737
25375
3711496
197439
31312
412029
128404
85253
247585
9635
55485
59368
452553
455286
220024
2312519
50744
46340
1623670
106550
35726
90129
1519552
840041
686803
910530
28997
107729
51515
65165
52576
108906
90773
44487
378410

FracTo
0.214
0.036
0.227
0.115
0.038
0.003
0
0.004
0.03
0.005
0.001
0.002
0
0
0.704
0.05
0.007
0
0.02
0.013
0.001
0.038
0
0.005
0
0
0
0.003
0.223
0.027
0.001
0.234
0.053
0.005
0.003
0.028
0

ABM
Pop 2006
9581.886381
179802.5101
56601.415
30503.463
3715487.997
197571.932
30623.136
426575.695
129628.846
86180.48
247770.496
9103.666603
55485
59461.936
342406.359
466113.455
22130.15
2312739.024
59795.06
52223.189
1624180.547
163151.238
35726
90285.56
1519552
840041
686803
911895.858
6466.331
108511.919
51543.997
15248.61
65490.777
109231.825
90968.495
50647.672
378410

LS+IRS
Pop 2006
35235
185311
46966
25582
3833176
203930
31537
431397
130727
84497
244309
7811
56242
60580
432799
224927
230825
2349871
52959
48737
1675427
113561
36178
92027
1558634
863210
696352
916294
22585
109996
52173
15518
57227
114750
97686
44962
397641

Difference

Pcnt Diff

-25653.11
-5508.49
9635.42
4921.46
-117688.0
-6358.07
-913.86
-4821.30
-1098.15
1683.48
3461.50
1292.67
-757.00
-1118.06
-90392.64
241186.46
-208694.9
-37131.98
6836.06
3486.19
-51246.45
49590.24
-452.00
-1741.44
-39082.00
-23169.00
-9549.00
-4398.14
-16118.67
-1484.08
-629.00
-269.39
8263.78
-5518.18
-6717.51
5685.67
-19231.00

-72.81
-2.97
20.52
19.24
-3.07
-3.12
-2.90
-1.12
-0.84
1.99
1.42
16.55
-1.35
-1.85
-20.89
107.23
-90.41
-1.58
12.91
7.15
-3.06
43.67
-1.25
-1.89
-2.51
-2.68
-1.37
-0.48
-71.37
-1.35
-1.21
-1.74
14.44
-4.81
-6.88
12.65
-4.84
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Figure 6.5. Uncertainty for population migration is greatest for locations experiencing the highest
intensities of the storms. Wind swath shading: Red = 59-74 knot winds, Yellow = 40-58 knot winds,
Blue = 39 knot winds.

Figure 6.6. Percent difference between model calculations of by-county energy demand for 2006 and
EIA values.
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Fragility Curves
Fragility curves provide a powerful approach for understanding total environmental damage
potential and the number of outages observed for a particular area during an extreme weather
event. These curves depict the relationship between a weather variable (wind speed, gust speed,
ice accumulation, precipitation rate) and the observed outages for a targeted infrastructure
network (Fernandez et al, 2014). The ability to predict such outages based on the robustness of
the local power grid against environmental damage potential given the outages observed for a
particular area during an extreme weather event, and the capability of the operators of that local
system to bring the power back online, can become a measure of both robustness and resilience
of the community’s infrastructure as a whole.

Issues affecting the fragility of the grid from location to location include physical and structural,
informational, geospatial, procedural and societal components, but the prediction of fragility
relies solely on customer outage and atmospheric data. Fragility, expressed as the bivariate
relationship between wind speeds and number of observed power outages at time periods for a
large (multi-county) region, follows an exponential curve, the extremity of which can vary
empirically, but which is closely approximated by that developed by the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI). Using this curve, counties with increased or decreased robustness can be
characterized by terrain more or less susceptible to persistent flooding in areas where above
ground poles have located their foundations. This information, then, can be applied to the
calculation of the proportion of people expected to return to an area affected by severe flooding,
and the timing of their return (Lam et al., 2009; Groen and Polivka, 2010).
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Time to Restoration
Once an outage has occurred, the number of crew members per county available for repair may
be estimated according to local resources, and the amount of time to restoration calculated as a
result. This provides a measure of resiliency within a community to electrical outage, and
represents a first step toward complete restoration of a community’s infrastructure.

6.3.5 Influence of County Resilience on Population Return
A major influence on the rapidity with which the population returns to a county after a disastrous
event is the resilience of the county (Li et al., 2005; Lam et al., 2009; Groen and Polivka, 2010).
Comparison of the population between Hurricane Katrina in 2005 and Hurricane Isaac seven
years later supports this observation (Lam et al., 2012; Fernandez et al., 2014). In the time
intervening, the Army Corps of Engineers completed a Risk Reduction System (2012) and a
mandatory evacuation for Hurricane Isaac was not issued. While the storm caused more damage
than expected, and more than a million people were without power from three to six days, the
costs to New Orleans citizens was far less than it was in the aftermath of Katrina and the city
resumed its normal activity in much less time (Lam et al., 2009). Migration patterns for this year
did not exceed typical outflow). Because of this response, we can posit that the vulnerability of
its power transmission and distribution system, along with the length of time it takes for the
utility to restore power to its residents is an indicator of the robustness and resilience of its
infrastructure and the overall resilience of the community to extreme events (Lam et al., 2012).
Because of the extreme ire that Katrina provoked, however, little outage information is available
for hindcast predictions of its fragility or its resilience.
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Resilience Indicators
Li et al. (2005) demonstrated that school reopenings played a major role in indicating the ability
of a community to rebound and to signal its citizens that the community was operating again.
Groen and Polivka (2010) confirm this finding. Other socioeconomic resilience indicators
investigated by Li include employment rate increase, increase in sales tax earnings, and
severance taxes (levied on production of natural resources taken from land or water) as indicators
of a returning economy. Before any of these indicators can take effect and be recognized,
however, basic infrastructure and places of employment must be repaired and in place. The
demographic attributes that best described the population who returned within eight months is
employment. As Li and Fernandez (2014) show, the most easily rebuilt businesses are those
whose workers return first. In Plaquemines Parish, this business was manufacturing. St. Bernard
also included agriculture, retail, professional/scientific, and artistic careers. Jefferson’s returning
employees were in transportation, finance, education, and artistic careers. The most likely to
stay in St. Tammany were those living below the poverty level, while no variables had positive
coefficients indicating that they stayed in Orleans or St. Charles Parishes.

6.4. Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we created a prototype agent based population distribution model to be coupled to
infrastructure models to anticipate emerging power grid vulnerabilities. If, as projected in climate
models, the frequency of storms increases in the coming decades, populations will continue to
shift in response to these extreme weather events. These shifts in turn will place new power
consumption demands on the electrical infrastructure. This work suggests that while
demographics and decision making are important to the final destinations of a population moving
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in response to an extreme weather event, the importance of established evacuation routes that
move large populations repeatedly through convergence points as an indicator may be under
recognized. One of the limitations of the tool, however, is its capability for predicting the
percentage of the population that chooses to return home to rebuild after having evacuated in
advance of a storm. Variables related to infrastructure resiliency of parishes of origin should be
incorporated into the next version of the model. Furthermore, additional studies of repeated
evacuations is required before this type of anticipatory model can be used to assess the impact on
the nation’s critical infrastructure including an examination of the response of populations in
counties that have experienced hurricanes in close succession. Ultimately, however, these
models may allow key studies on future states of critical infrastructure resulting from increasing
frequency of extreme events at vulnerable locations.
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Appendix 6A. Best 2005-2006 County to County Migration Models as Determined by
Information Complexity Criteria

Harris, TX
Jefferson
0 11 14
14

Bernard
0 -13
5

To Harris
2 Married
5 white
7 Ag career

Tammany
-2 5
02

Orleans
0 -16
07

11 Transportation career
14 Education Career
16 Veteran

Jefferson, LA
Stay
0 7 11 12 14 15

*Orleans
04
0 -7

*Plaquemines
0 -12
5

Bernard
01

*Charles
2 9 13

*Tammany
0 16

To Jefferson
1 Gender female
2 Married
4 Below Poverty Level++
5 white
7 Ag career**
9 Manufacturing career

11 Transportation career**
12 Finance career**
13 Professional/Sci career
14 Education career**
15 Artistic career**
16 Veteran

East Baton Rouge, LA
Jefferson
2 10

Plaquemines
13 14

To E Baton Rouge
2 Married
3 College Education
4 Below Poverty
8 Construction career
9 Manufacturing career
6 black

Bernard
0 3 11 16
5

Charles
4

Tammany
6
8

10 Retail career
11 Transportation career
13 Professional/Scientific
14 Education Career
16 Veteran

Orleans
0 -9
6
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St. Tammany, LA
Stay
04

*Jefferson
0 14

Plaquemines
-3 5 12 14

Bernard
0 12
0 16

To St. Tammany
1 Gender female
2 Married
3 College education
4 below poverty level**
5 white

TX
7Dallas,
Ag career
Jefferson
14

Tammany
1 12

Charles
8 10 15

*Orleans
027
1

8 Construction career
10 Retail career
12 Finance Career
14 Education career
15 Artistic
16 Veteran

To Dallas
1 Gender female
7 Ag career
12 Finance career
14 Education career

Orleans
07

Tarrant, TX
Jefferson
4 7 9 15
479

Tammany
13

To Tarrant
1 Gender female
5 white
6 black

Orleans
06
1
5

Plaquemines
5 12 14

12 Finance career
13 Professional/ Sci career
14 Education career

Tangipahoa, LA
*Jefferson
1 6 7 13
67

Bernard
5

*Tammany
5

To Tangipahoa
2 Married
4 Below poverty level++
5 white
7 Ag career
8 Construction career
9 Manufacturing career

Plaquemines
8 10 11 13 15

*Charles
2

10 Retail career
11 Transportation career
13 Professional/Sci career
14 Education career
15 Artistic career
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Orleans, LA
Stay
0 -7
0 -9

*Jefferson
4 11

To Orleans
2 Married
4 Below poverty level++
5 white
6 black
7 Ag career**

Plaquemines
69

Bernard
2
5

8 Construction career
9 Manufacturing career**
10 Retail career
11 Transportation career

Bexar, TX
Orleans
8 10

To Bexar
8 Construction career
10 Retail career

Pearl River, MS
St. Bernard
5

*St. Tammany
5

St. John the Baptist, LA
*Jefferson
5

To Pearl River
5 white

To St. John the Baptist
5 white

Lafayette, LA
Plaquemines
2

St. Charles, LA
Stay
0 -7
0 -3

*Jefferson
2 3 11
-1 2 3 11
-1 2 3 6 11

To Lafayette
2 Married

To St. Charles
1 female
6 black
2 married
7 Ag career**
3 College education**
11 Transportation career

DeKalb, GA
Orleans
2
4

To DeKalb
2 Married
4 Below poverty level

Charles
10

*Tammany
468
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Fulton, GA
To Fulton
12 Finance career
16 Veteran

Orleans
12
16

Ascension, LA
St. Bernard
1
5

St. Charles
0 3 -5 -6

To Ascension
1 Gender female
3 College education
5 white
6 black

Plaquemines, LA
Stay
0 -12
09

Stayed in Plaquemines
9 Manufacturing
career**
12 Finance career**

St. Bernard, LA
Stay
0 3 7 9 10 13 15

Stayed in St. Bernard
3 College education**
7 Ag career**
9 Manufacturing career**

St. Mary. LA
Plaquemines
5
5 16

To St. Mary
5 white
16 veteran

Terrebonne, LA
Plaquemines
2 4 16

To Terrebonne
2 Married
4 Below poverty line
16 Veteran

Livingston, LA
St. Bernard
5 8 14
5

To Livingston
5 white
8 Construction career
14 Education career

10 Retail career**
13 Professional/Sci**
15 Artistic career**
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Lafourche, LA
*St. Charles
10
4

To Lafourche
4 Below Poverty
level++
10 Retail career

Washington, LA
*St. Tammany
3 12 15

To Washington
3 College education
12 Finance career
15 Artistic career
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Appendix 6.B. Percent of Customers out of Power in the Days after Katrina
Utility
SLEMCO
ENOI
EGSL
CLECO
ELL
EGSL
ELL
EGSL
ELL
DEMCO
CLECO
CLECO
CLECO
EGSL
ELL
ENOI
EGSL
ENOI
DEMCO
ELL
ELL
ENOI
ELL
ENOI
CLECO
ENOI
ENOI
DEMCO
ENOI
ENOI
SLEMCO
CLECO
CLECO
WST
ELL
ELL
SLEMCO
WST
EGSL
DEMCO
ELL

Parish
Acadia
Ascension
Assumption
Avoyelles
Bienville
Calcasieu
Caldwell
E Baton Rouge
E Carroll
E Feliciana
Evangeline
Grant
Iberia
Iberville
Jackson
Jefferson
Jefferson Davis
Lafourche
Livingston
Madison
Morehouse
Orleans
Ouachita
Plaquemines
Rapides
St. Bernard
St. Charles
St. Helena
St. James
St. John Baptist
St. Landry
St. Martin
St. Mary
St. Tammany
Tangipahoa
Tensas
Vermilion
Washington
West Baton Rouge
West Feliciana
Winn

%/100 Out
%/100 Out
%/100 Out
%/100 Out
Kat 8-29
Kat 8-30
Kat 8-31
Kat 9-01
0.74
0.72
0.72
0.73
1
0.94
1
0.93
0.34
0.28
0.22
0.15
0.27
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.63
0.64
0.64
0.6
0.34
0.28
0.22
0.15
0.63
0.64
0.64
0.6
0.34
0.28
0.22
0.15
0.63
0.64
0.64
0.6
0.7
0.66
0.43
0.28
0.27
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.27
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.27
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.34
0.28
0.22
0.15
0.63
0.64
0.64
0.6
1
0.94
1
0.93
0.34
0.28
0.22
0.15
1
0.94
1
0.93
0.7
0.66
0.43
0.28
0.63
0.64
0.64
0.6
0.63
0.64
0.64
0.6
1
0.94
1
0.93
0.63
0.64
0.64
0.6
1
0.94
1
0.93
0.27
0.31
0.31
0.31
1
0.94
1
0.93
1
0.94
1
0.93
0.7
0.66
0.43
0.28
1
0.94
1
0.93
1
0.94
1
0.93
0.74
0.72
0.72
0.73
0.27
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.27
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.48
0.48
0.48
0.48
0.63
0.64
0.64
0.6
0.63
0.64
0.64
0.6
0.74
0.72
0.72
0.73
0.48
0.48
0.48
0.48
0.34
0.28
0.22
0.15
0.7
0.66
0.43
0.28
0.63
0.64
0.64
0.6
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Abstract
We employ new tools to develop an electricity demand map for the southeastern United States at
neighborhood resolution to serve as a baseline from which to project increases in electricity
demand due to a rise in global and local temperature and to population shifts, both typical and
those motivated by extreme weather events due to climate change. Improved resolution in both
population and climate projections provides more locally useful modeling results than have
previously been available to utilities and to local urban planners.

7.1. Introduction
One of the most important sectors of the interconnected urban infrastructure is that of electricity.
Because of the current limitations of the electrical grid due to physical aging and outdated
technology (ASCE, 2013); and the need to incorporate new and cleaner generation; it is well
understood that the grid must evolve. How and where the evolution will take place from
generation to consumption are two of the prevailing questions among planners. Without accurate
estimates of present and future demand, however, it is difficult to determine how much
electricity must be generated, how and where it must be transmitted, and how the grid should
adapt. Integrated Assessment Modeling of climate change impacts on infrastructure has
provided general insight in the past, but has fallen short of providing grid-specific information
for planning purposes. Various organizations such as the Eastern Interconnection Planning
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Committee (EIPC, Phase 1, 2011) and the Electricity Information Administration (EIA,
http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/data.cfm) have made projections regarding energy use,
capacity and generation; but within their modeling efforts, they do not consider the climatic
effects of either temperature rise or population movements, and neither considers to very high
resolution the spatial distribution of the electricity demand or supply.

One of the symptoms of climate change will be increases in intensity and frequency of storms
including hurricanes making landfall in coastal areas. For instance, hurricane wind speeds will
increase over the century by a factor of up to 1.15 (Emanuel et al., 2005; 2013). This prediction
upgrades tropical depressions, tropical storms and hurricanes. Additionally, return periods for
Category 3+ hurricanes may decrease by a factor of as much as 2.3 (Keim,2010). That is, some
locations will experience this intensity of hurricane 2.3 times as often by the end of the century
as they do now. Because damage rises by about a factor of four for every category increase
(Pielke et al., 2008), population stresses associated with hurricanes are likely to increase with the
increase in hurricane intensity, and these stresses will cause some of the population to move to
less vulnerable locations.

We address these issues by simulating, at neighborhood scale, how electricity demand might be
altered due to a rise in global and local temperature and to population shifts, both typical and
those motivated by extreme weather events due to climate change. This information can inform
where and when we should plan for extra electricity generation and capacity, and where less
electricity will be required due to climate and environmental changes in the future. This paper
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extends the current state of the science in three significant ways. 1) We employ a spatial
methodology for electric load forecasting for grid planning in which a cost distance algorithm
based on regional population is used to determine the service area for a given substation. The
advantage of using this methodology is that the algorithm can redistribute the service areas of the
existing substations based upon projected growth and decline in population of various regions.
2) We apply satellite population observations (LandScan) and predictions based upon Census
and Internal Revenue Service (IRS) data to project spatial shifts in demand in the southeastern
US region. We also incorporate into the study several sudden redistributions of population in
response to a 2005-like hurricane season at the predicted return period for such events in the
region based on recent climate science. 3) To analyze further the effect of increases in global
temperature and resulting regional electricity demand consequences, we calculate local percent
change in electricity demand given temperature changes from dynamically downscaled (12km
resolution) climate model projections for the region.

Because the growth of every small area is linked to causes and forces located elsewhere in the
region and by demographic and economic interactions, the process of regional growth and
resulting electricity demand changes is hard to characterize (Willis and Aguero, 2007). A
variety of commercial models for forecasting electric load spatially based on land use projections
have been used in the past to generate scenarios for long range planning. Among the first were
linear urban models based on Ira Lowry’s (1964) gravity model for population movement and
generalized by Garin (1966) to a set of matrix computations. While these models take into
consideration projected development of various types of electricity customers (residential,
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commercial, industrial), they do less well at predicting the ways in which re-development of land
use will occur. Therefore, the US Geological Survey (Clark and Leonard, 1998), Duke Energy
(Integral Analytics, 2010) and the California Energy Commission (Auffhammer and
Aroonruengsawat, 2012), among others, have added development to such models that
incorporate economic and demographic weights for the determination various redevelopment
types using agent based modeling.

For each of these models, the critical components are those of the spatial distribution of the
population among their places of residence and their places of business, and the way changes in
those distributions are projected for the future. With the high-resolution (1km) satellite
population data (LandScan) for both day (work) and night (residential) population locations
available for our use in this study, we are able to determine electricity customer service areas to a
high degree of accuracy. Additionally, population projections using locally-adaptive, spatiallyexplicit dasymetric methods (McKee et al., 2014), with this satellite data as a base case, couple
the appropriate land use predictions (Mays et al., 2012) with highly accurate initial conditions to
provide more accurate inputs to the cost distance evaluation for the determination of the service
areas yielding more reliable planning scenarios. Population projections included methods for
modeling suitability, service area planning, consequence assessment, mitigation planning and
implementation, and assessment of spatially-vulnerable populations. To these population
projections we add, at the predicted return periods (Keim,2010), population response to a 2005like hurricane season.
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Strides have been made regarding predictions of increases in electricity demand in response to
increases in global temperature expected with climate change. Using the Electricity Information
Administration National Energy Modeling System (NEMS), Hadley et al. (2006) showed that for
most US locations, the savings of electricity in the winter months due to fewer cooling degree
days do not offset the added expenditures on electricity in the summer for the increase in heating
degree days. The climate inputs used in the Hadley study, however, were global model output at
2.5 degree resolution, so while the study was able to capture electricity customer response to
some general trends in future temperature, it was unable to resolve regional differences in
temperature in both base and future cases. To improve upon such predictions, the California
Energy Commission (Hidalgo et al., 2008) employs a Constructed Analogues method for
statistically downscaling global climate model output at coarse resolution (2.5 degrees) to fine
(~13km) resolution using analogues from present regional climate. With this method, along with
electricity utility billing data, and demographic information, they have made projections
regarding increases in residential electricity use according to geographic and economic
boundaries of the population in the state.

While many statistical downscaling methods such as the Constructed Analogues method provide
computationally frugal ways for deriving regional climate variable values from global ones, they
lack the physical and chemical robustness possible with dynamical downscaling, a process by
which global climate output is used as initial and boundary conditions for a more highly resolved
regional weather model based on equations for physical and chemical processes. Our calculation
uses temperature projections dynamically downscaled to 12km from a member of the
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Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, Phase 5
(CMIP5) ensemble to inform the calculation of change in electricity demand due to temperature
change. We present the full methodology and results of our study in the following sections.

7.2. Methodology

Increases in demand as a result of large population shifts can place extra stress on infrastructure
as a whole, especially at locations of regional convergence; that is, convergence of critical
infrastructure components through a specific geographical location. The determination
substation vulnerability to demand increases due to storm-related population movements
involves a variety of datasets and several processing steps. Both typical population changes and
changes due to migration after a storm must be estimated as well as substation capacity for a
given service area and peak and average customer demand for each service area. Each of these
procedures is described in the following sections.

7.2.1 Initial Assessment
We can make an initial assessment of the locations experiencing the greatest changes in
electricity demand due to both temperature and population change by examining simultaneously
the predictions for these variables for the 2050s. Figure 7.1 shows the areas which have potential
for extreme increase in demand as a result of intense temperature increase along with population
influx. (The population projections for this map are based on typical population shifts rather
than those induced by extreme climate. Additions of these considerations are discussed in the
following sections.) High density of dots suggests high population density, while darker red
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shading indicates temperature increase. Values are projections for the 2050s. The two areas
most affected in the United States are the Denver, Colorado area and the Chicago, IL area.
Incorporation of LandScan population data sets within CIDM allow GIS integration to link the
climate impacts to the affected built infrastructure systems and population movements at the
same 1×1 km resolution (Gao et al., 2012).

Figure 7.1. Locations at risk for Regional Convergence of Population Movement and Temperature
Increase

7.2.2 Datasets
Datasets used include Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) Geographic Information Science
and Technology (GIST) files including substation location and capacity, LandScan population
data sets for 2011 and projections for 2030 and 2050, Energy Information Administration (EIA)
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state by state total electricity consumption records for 2011 and predictions for 2040, and
Internal Revenue (IRS) Data sets for by-county in- and out-migration for the years 2004-2007.

7.2.3 Determining the Service Areas for the Substations
The first step in determining the amount of stress placed on substation capacity in an area is to
estimate the service area for each substation based on its location and its capacity. This is
accomplished using a process developed by Omitaomu (2008) and described in the ORNL Power
Distribution Model (PoDiuM) Technical Report (Omitaomu et al., 2012). PoDiuM is a cost
distance based algorithm that compares cost units to geographical units to determine maximum
distance to customers served. In this cost approach, the lower the demand, the higher the cost,
and the greater the transmission distance, the larger the cost.

The service area cost is computed with the following equation, where P = population of a given
1km cell in the LandScan dataset and

= the sum of the population in a study region and S =

the capacity sum of the substations in the region. Study regions were bounded by state borders
here.
(1)

Geographical cells (again, 1km resolution) are allocated to a given substation based upon the
lowest accumulated cost to reach the source from the cell. Accumulated cost is calculated as the
sum of two values: c1 = the average of Dinv for the starting cell and the ending cell (each
multiplied by length = 1, which is the spatial resolution in kilometers); and c2 = the average of
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Dinv for the starting cell and the midpoint cell (again each multiplied by 1) as shown in Figure
7.1.

Figure 7.1. Accumulative Cost Calculation (ESRI, 2007)

For diagonal transmission distance traveled, length increases to

= 1.414, so each average

value is multiplied by this amount. Cells which contain the substations, or source cells are given
a Dinv value of 0. Since no Dinv calculation can be made from the “no data” cells, these cells act
as barriers to the movement of the allocation process. Cost allocation is performed as an
iterative process beginning with the cost evaluation of the source cell, then extending to the eight
neighboring cells of the source cell. For each concentric square of cells, the cells that help form
the least cost path outward from the source are added to the service area of the source. Changing
of allocated cells is possible, for instance, if a new, cheaper route is found by adjusting choices
on inner squares to access less expensive cells on outer squares (Figure 7.2). This process
continues until all of the cells are allocated, or an optional maximum distance threshold is met.
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Figure 7.2. Cost Allocation (ESRI, 2007)

7.2.3 Population Shifts Due to Storm Motivated Migration
While the United States Census and others (e.g., McKee et al., 2014) have made viable
projections of population distribution for future years, the projections do not include changes due
to environmental stresses caused by climate change (sea level rise, drought) or extreme weather
events (storms, wildfires). For this study, we investigate the impacts of further population
redistribution on the overall spatial and electricity demand by including in those projections an
adjustment for a 2005-type hurricane season applied at the 20-year return period for such a
season indicated as probable by the climate community (Emanuel, 2005, 2013; Keim, 2007) as
the 21st century continues (Appendix 7A).

To simulate this impact, we apply by-county migration rates from 2005-2006 and 2006-2007 to
the study region as a hurricane migration component. If we assume that the migration rates as
given by the IRS ((in-out)/(nonmigrants+out)) for 2004-2005 are typical of the various counties
in the nine-state region, we can subtract these rates from each of the rates of the two following
years, then use the results as factors to calculate the additional hurricane component. For the
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population response by 2032, for instance, to a hurricane inserted at the year 2030, the
calculation would be:

(2)
(3)

The initial 2030 population is taken from the projections made from LandScan by McKee et al.
(2014). To calculate additional population response by 2052 from another 2005 hurricane season
in 2050 (which takes into account population that relocated after the 2030 storm), we make the
same calculation using 2050 population projections with the difference between the calculated
2032 values and the initial 2030 values added to the 2050 dataset.

7.2.4 Total Average Customer Demand Per Service Area
To project the total average customer demand per service area for the future, we take as a base
average per-customer demand value the total consumption in GWh/year per state divided by the
number of customers in the state and then further divided by the number of hours in a year
(365.25*24) and multiplied by 1000 to convert gigawatts to megawatts.

(4)

(5)
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Total number of customers in a location, however, is not the same as the total population. In
order to convert from population to customers, we must apply a county-by-county varying
conversion factor, which is equal to the population for a given decennial year (in this case, 2000)
divided by the sum of the households and the firms in the county for that year (Young et al.,
2010).

Once the average customer demand is calculated, we can calculate the total average customer
demand per substation service area by multiplying this value by the number of customers within
the service area.

7.2.5 Peak Customer Demand Per Service Area
For an electric utility company, peak demand is defined as the single half hour or hour-long
period during which highest amount of customer consumption of electricity occurs. Since the
amount of electricity over a certain threshold must often be purchased from additional providers
during this time, the cost to provide that electricity is much more than that produced up to that
threshold. Therefore, the utility companies calculate a peak-to-average demand ratio to be used
in assessing their own costs to provide the electricity and the costs they pass on to the consumers.
This amount is found by relating the peak of the electricity use curve to the area underneath the
curve. Assuming Gaussian distribution and area A, the height of the peak is:

(6)
and
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(7)

With

and FWHM (Full Width at Half Maximum) measured in the data from

the utility readings.

The peak to average demand ratios calculated by the Electric Reliability Council of Texas
(ERCOT) and by the Southeastern Reliability Council (SERC) for the years 1993–2012 are
shown below in Figures 7.3 and 7.4. To these time series, we fit a linear trend in order to project
peak to average demand ratios for future years, 2030 and 2050. With this information, we
calculate peak demand for those years for each of the states (ERCOT values for Texas, SERC
values for the other states) included in our southeastern study region.

.
Figure 7.3. ERCOT Peak to Average Demand Ratios with linear fit.
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.
Figure 7.4. SERC Peak to Average Demand Ratios with linear fit.

7.2.6 Demand Change in Response to Temperature Rise
Increased power demand in response to rising temperatures has been well established by the
utility industry, and has a latitudinal dependence. The percent increase in electricity demand for
a county due to temperature rise is calculated (Toole et al., 2006):

With I = percent increase in electricity demand, Lcentroid equal to the latitude in decimal degrees at
the centroid of the county and ΔT equal to the change in maximum annual temperature in
degrees Fahrenheit.
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New demand as a result of this increase is calculated:

With D=total demand for the study area, Dav = average customer use and N=number of
customers.

As temperature input to these formulae, we use historical and Representative Concentration
Pathway scenarios (RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5) generated by the Community Earth System Model
(CESM) at three-hour intervals as initial and boundary conditions for a set of Weather Regional
Forecasting (WRF) domain simulations (36×36km centered at 97°W, 40°N). This set contains
boundary conditions for a further downscaled domain (12×12km in North America), which in
turn serves as boundary conditions to 4×4km resolution domains. Both surface and threedimensional variables extracted from the Community Atmosphere Model, Version 4 (CAM4)
and the Community Land Model, Version 4 (CLM) history outputs comprise the initial and
boundary conditions. Two-meter reference height temperature is horizontally interpolated from
CESM (CAM4 and CLM4, 0.9° x 1.25° spatial resolution in latitude/longitude) to WRF
simulation domains using the WRF Preprocessing System (WPS). The WRF 4km data sets are
then incorporated as dBASE file tables into a Geographical Information System (GIS) platform
and joined to additional energy and infrastructure layers for further analysis.
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7.3. Results
Results show that population shifts in general, and specifically those that result from storm
motivated migration have the largest effects on changes in electricity demand. Additionally, an
overall rise in temperature, especially for the more northerly region of the study area, will add to
the electricity demand, but with much smaller impact.

7.3.1 Development of a Demand Map for the Southeastern United States
Projections of future energy capacity and use are made by the Electricity Information
Administration for each National Energy Reliability Council (NERC) region for each year from
2011 through 2040. Each NERC region is projected to sustain a demand of between
approximately 40%-50% of the generating capacity available for each region (Figure 7.5). What
these predictions are unable to do, however, is to predict stresses at specific locations where local
demand may, either on average or during peak hours, exceed the peak load of substation capacity
causing, in extreme cases, potential for blackouts, or in more mild cases, for utility companies to
incur extra expense because of the necessity to buy power from other producers. Our results
show these potential outcomes at the resolution of the electricity service area.
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Figure 7.5. Calculation of Percent Demand of Capacity in each NERC Region based on EIA 2030
projections

To establish a baseline for these predictions, we first generated a demand map for the
southeastern United States that outlines potential service areas based on the spatial pattern of the
location of the population (discussed in Section 2.2). We then determined the percent of
capacity of the substations that is used on average by customers in a service area, based on 2011
average statewide electricity consumption as reported by the EIA. Figure 7.6 shows the results
for average customer demand. Additionally, because it is in the interest of electricity providers
to retain enough capacity to serve its customers during peak demand hours, we also produced a
baseline map that shows the percent of capacity used for peak demand (Figure 7.7). The maps
show that there are several large service areas in both Alabama and Georgia that are operating at
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80% or greater substation capacity for the service areas. A few smaller areas in Louisiana and
Florida also show this situation. These areas grow with the added demand for peak hours.

Next, two types of differences in service area demand and capacity were investigated for future
years 2030 and 2050. First, we retained the service area delineations as determined by the 2011
population and examined the effect of changes in electricity demand in those established service
areas due to projected population shifts for the 2030s and 2050s. Second, the service areas were
recalibrated based on the new distributions of population for the 2030s and 2050s before
calculating the demand to capacity percentages. The difference between these two approaches is
that in the plots with the recalibrated service areas, the extremes in the demand are distributed
more evenly among the substations available so that fewer service areas showed demand in
excess of 80% capacity.

Figure 7.6. Percent Capacity Average Use per Substation Service Area, 2011
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Figure 7.7. Percent Capacity Used during Peak Demand per Substation Service Area, 2011

This result demonstrates the efficiency maximization gains from increased population density
discussed in Morikawa (2012) in two ways. The impact of this redistribution on peak load was
also that of an increase in efficiency. Figures 7.8 and 7.9 show the differences in average
demand vs capacity for each of the two 2030s examples. The first of the two figures shows that
by the 2030s it is expected that the population in these states will have decreased significantly.
The second shows that redistribution of the service areas as a result minimizes the load on
individual substations.

7.3.2 Addition of Increased Demand Due to Storm Motivated Migration
For the decades of both the 2030s and the 2050s, the effects of a 2005-type hurricane season
were simulated with the demand model, and results for differences in peak demand for each
decade for the year following the hurricane season are shown in Figures 7.10 and 7.11. For 2030
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(Figure 7.10) largest increases in demand to capacity percentage are seen in East Baton Rouge
Parish for Louisiana and in Mobile, AL and several northeast counties in Alabama. Southeast
counties in Georgia also see highest increases. This effect is amplified somewhat for the 2050s
(Figure 7.11) as largest increases are larger still and the area of increase has expanded. For the
three most popular Texas destinations (Houston, Dallas, San Antonio), there is little impact on
the demand to capacity ratio. This is because the Texas ERCOT has built in plenty of extra
capacity in all locations to avoid dependence on the continental grid. These results account for
the cumulative effects of hurricane events from 2005, 2030 and 2050.
Betweenness and Vulnerability
One service area location that stands out in plots 7.10-7.12 is that of greater Birmingham, AL. In
each of the simulations, this area shows the largest increase in demand vs. capacity. This may be
due in part to the “betweenness” that is characteristic of this location. In graph theory,
betweenness is defined as the number of shortest paths passing through a given node (Demsar et
al., 2007). Thus, nodes with the highest betweenness are those that are located on the greatest
number of shortest paths passing through that node in a connected network. Transmission and
Distribution substations in the northeastern Alabama regions have high betweenness because of
the large confluence of transmission lines there (Sulewski, 2013). These substations become
particularly vulnerable when overall demand spikes.
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Figure 7.8. Percent Capacity Used per Substation Service Area, 2030 Using 2011 Service Areas

Implications for Distributed Generation
Substations are involved primarily with transmission and distribution of electricity that has been
generated elsewhere, so percent demand predictions for the existing substations may not be
affected too much by the addition of distributed generation to overall grid processes. However,
collector substations will need to be added to the system to place new generation into the existing
system, and the electricity generated by distributed sources will need mechanisms for direct
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Figure 7.9. Percent Capacity Used per Substation Service Area, 2030 Using Redistributed 2030
Service Areas

Figure 7.10. Difference in Percent Capacity per Service Area, 2030s Due to Storm Motivated
Population Movement
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Figure 7.11. Difference in Percent Capacity per Service Area, 2050s Due to 2005-like Population
Movement

current (DC) to alternating current (AC) conversion for grid connection. Individual household
battery storage for local backup power and ancillary service provision may also be needed
(Zipperer, 2013). Much of this power communication depends, however, upon the capacity of
the feeder lines rather than on substation capacity. Thus, this new generation may affect
betweenness in new ways.

7.3.3 Addition of Increased Demand Due to Rise in Maximum Temperatures
Finally, calculations for increase in demand due to temperature increase predictions from
Weather Regional Forecasting (WRF) dynamically downscaled Community Earth System Model
(CESM) results were made according to the procedure described in Section 7.2.6. Temperature
predictions were at 12 km resolution for the years 2004 and 2057. Temperatures in Fahrenheit
from both years were averaged for each service area. For peak demand especially, the difference
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in temperature had a large impact on percent demand of available capacity. Figure 7.12 shows
the spatial distribution of these differences.

Figure 7.12. Difference in Percent Capacity per Service Area, 2050s Due to Added Changes in
Temperature

7.3.4 Error and Accuracy
Because of the sensitivity of the electricity demand data for each utility’s customers, it is difficult
to measure the accuracy of the predictions given here even for the 2011 base case, but the
methodology does lend itself to various checks should the data be available. Root Mean Square
(RMS) error measurements between actual and forecast loads and respective load growths for a
given area can provide a first check. Additionally, such checks can be performed over various
redistributions of service areas associated with the substations in use.
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7.4. Conclusions
The use of high-resolution population distribution data and dynamically downscaled climate
projections provides an improved method for identifying specific locations of electrical grid
vulnerability to increased electricity demand due to regional temperature changes as a result of
global climate change, and to population shifts in response to typical (e.g., economic) drivers and
to extreme weather events. Results show that compared to the effect of large population influx
into a service area, demand increases due to temperature rise have little impact. It is also evident
that some sections of the national electrical grid are more adaptable to these population shifts and
changing demand than others are; and that detailed projections of changing local electricity
demand patterns are important for planning at the urban level. While these projections could be
improved with access to customer usage data for validation, they nevertheless can serve to
inform planning for regional utilities regarding reorganization of substation service areas,
addition of capacity to existing substations or the addition (or removal of) substations to existing
service areas, and the evaluation of transmission line capacity and connections to substations for
each service area as the 21st century grid begins to evolve in a variety of ways.

7.5. Future Work
Emanuel et al. (2006) have developed a physics-informed statistical wind risk assessment
method for determining tracks of future Atlantic hurricanes based on past activity and future
climate predictions. A simulation of this type could better inform frequency and intensity of
storms (and possibly, direction of population movement response with respect to storm track) for
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vulnerable locations. Combined with a reliable agent-based model, population movements and
resulting spatial changes in demand may be more accurately predicted.

Additionally, comparison of these results to those obtained using similar inputs to models such
as the EIA National Energy Modeling System (NEMS) model and the Eastern Interconnection
Planning Collaborative (EIPC) North American Electricity and Environment Model (NEEM)
could be combined to serve as a (albeit limited) “model spread” in order to provide a more robust
confidence bound for interpretation of results for planning.
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Appendix 7A: Hurricane Intensity and Frequency as a Result of Climate Change
Studies conducted by Emanuel et al. (e.g., 2005, 2013; Strazzo et al., 2013) indicate that
increases in both intensity and frequency of hurricanes will characterize the climate of the latter
half of the 21st century. His calculation of Power Dissipation Index (PDI) for 2006-2100 shows
an increase of 0.5E8 m3s-2 in the Gulf Coast region. This prediction upgrades tropical
depressions, tropical storms and hurricanes as outlined in Table 1. In general, damage rises by
about a factor of four for every category increase (Pielke et al., 2008); thus, population stresses
associated with hurricanes are likely to increase with the increase in hurricane intensity.

Table 7A.1 Increase in Intensity (using PDI (Vmax3 integrated over 2 hours))
Wind Scale (1-min sust)

1900-2005

Classification

2006-2100

0-7 Beaufort
7
8
8
9-10
9-10
11
11
12+

59 km/h
61 km/h
63
69
70
100
102
117
119
153
154
177
178
208
209
251
252

Trop Depress

67.9240
69.4502
71.0090
75.8574
76.6877
103.4777
105.3490
119.5729
121.4897
154.5227
155.5032
178.1417
179.1290
208.8288
209.8209
251.5701
252.5656

Trop Storm

Cat 1 Hurricane
Cat 2 Hurricane
Cat 3 Hurricane
Cat 4 Hurricane
Cat 5 Hurricane

Wind
Scale
8
8
9-10
9-10
9-10
11
11
12+

Classification
Trop Storm

Cat 1 Hurricane
Cat 2 Hurricane
Cat 3 Hurricane
Cat 4 Hurricane

Cat 5 Hurricane

Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale (NOAA/NWS/NHC
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/aboutsshws.php)
______________________________________________________________________________
Calculations for Table 7A.1 are made using the following procedure:
The Emanuel Power Dissipation Index is calculated:

With Vmax = maximum windspeed given for each storm category for 1900-2005.
1. Integrate each Vmax over τ = 2h as per the Emanuel definition (2010).
2. Add increase for Gulf region (0.5E8 m3s-2 per Emanuel)
3. Back out calculations to Vmax to obtain 2006-2100 estimates.
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Likewise, Emanuel (2013) shows an increase in the probability of storms occurring in the Gulf
Coast region. This added probability is around 0.025. If we adjust the Keim (2007) predictions
to reflect this increase we obtain the values in Table 2. Thus, projections into the far future must
necessarily include these indicated changes in climate regimes.

Table 7A.2 Increase in Frequency (+0.025 probability more storms per year)
Parish

1900-2005 Rtn

1900-2005 P

Cameron
Terrebonne
Plaquemines
Cameron
Terrebonne
Plaquemines
Cameron
Terrebonne
Plaquemines

3
3
3
15
10
7
52
26
26

1/3 (0.333)
1/3 (0.333)
1/3 (0.333)
1/15 (0.067)
1/10 (0.100)
1/7 (0.143)
1/52 (0.019)
1/26 (0.038)
1/26 (0.038)

2006-2100
P
0.358
0.358
0.358
0.092
0.125
0.168
0.044
0.063
0.063

2006-2100 Rtn

Classification

2.79
2.79
2.79
10.9
8
5.96
22.6
15.76
15.76

TS + Hurricanes

All Hurricanes

Cat 3+ Hurricanes

______________________________________________________________________________
Calculations for Table 7A.2 are made using the following procedure:
1.
2.
3.

Convert return period (Keim, 2007) to probability (1/T)
Add probability difference for Gulf as given By Emanuel (2010)
Convert probability back to return period (1/P)
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Recommendations
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Using combinations of climate models and critical infrastructure tools, we can develop scenarios
for which responsive action is needed. Both dynamical and statistical methods for downscaling
global climate model output, along with high resolution satellite observations and high resolution
projection methods for population data provide high quality input for modeling and analysis of
the impacts of climate change on urban infrastructure.

We showed that Information Complexity Criteria could provide a quantitative analysis of the
probability distribution of measured extreme rainfall events, and that the measurements analyzed
followed a single parameter exponential distribution. This finding allowed for meaningful
multivariate regression of meteorological state variables using an exponential formulation for
models that were then scored by these criteria. The results of the exponential regression showed
that regional precipitation is affected by both local and remote forces; and that extreme
precipitation patterns and their contributing processes differ from region to region. Thus,
downscaling methods that incorporate these various processes are necessary to provide
appropriate inputs to critical infrastructure models, which deal with planning issues for much
smaller spatial and temporal resolution than are resolved by global climate modeling. Robust
statistical methods can provide a readily accessible way for field hydrologists and infrastructure
developers to evaluate both historical data and climate model predictions, without the
requirement of extensive computing power, as they plan for flood mitigation and minimization of
urban consequences due to extreme precipitation events.
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Next, we created a prototype agent-based population distribution model to anticipate emerging
power grid vulnerabilities due to population shifts following natural disasters. Results suggested
that the importance of established evacuation routes that move large populations repeatedly
through convergence points as an indicator may be under recognized, and that planning for
sudden shifts in response to storms can be informed by the direction of these routes in addition to
the demographics of the departing population.

We then combined US Census and Internal Revenue Service (IRS) population migration data
and dynamically downscaled climate modeling data with Department of Energy (DOE)
Connected Infrastructure Dynamics Models (CIDM) to examine electricity demand response to
increased temperatures, population migration in response to extreme cyclonic events, consequent
net population changes and new regional patterns in electricity demand. Results showed that
compared to the effect of large population influx into a service area, demand increases due to
temperature rise have little impact and that some sections of the national electrical grid are more
adaptable to population shifts and changing demand than others are. The method provided an
improved process for identifying specific locations of electrical grid vulnerability to increased
electricity demand.

Thus, we showed that analyses using these tools can provide insight for local, regional and
national planning for critical infrastructure needs. Accordingly, we find that with these tools,
key studies can be designed to examine future states of critical infrastructure resulting from
population shifts, both typical and those due to increasing frequency and intensity of extreme
events at vulnerable locations, and to changes in global and regional temperature.
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